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ABSTRACf
The National Hunicane Center(NHC) is one of three national centersoperatedby the National Weather
Service(NWS). It has national and international responsibilitiesfor the North Atlantic and easternNorth
Pacifictropical and subtropicalbelts(including the Gulf of Mexico and the CaribbeanSea)for tropical analyses,
marine and aviation forecasts,and the tropicalcyclone forecastand warning programsfor the region. Its roots
date back to the I 870s,and it is now in the forefront of the NWS modernizationprogram. Numerouschanges
and improvements have taken place in observationaland forecastguidancetools and in the warning and
responseprocessover the years.In spite of all theseimprovements,the lossof property and the potential for
lossof life due to tropical cyclonescontinuesto increaserapidly. Forecastsare improving, but not nearly as fast
as populationsare increasingin hunicane prone areassuchas the United StatesEastand Gulf Coastbanier
islands.The result is that longerand longerlead times are required for communitiesto preparefor hunicanes.
The sealand over lake surgefrom hurricanes(SLOSH) model is usedto illustrate areasofinnudation for
the Galveston/Houston,Texas;New Orleans,Louisiana; southwestRorida; and the Atlantic City, New Jersey
areasunder selectedhunicane scenarios.Theseresultsindicatethe requirementfor lengthy evacuationtimes.
The forecastand warning processis then illustrated, starting with tropical analyses,numerical guidance,the
meteorological/hydrologicalcoordination of the forecast,and finally the warning coordination and response
process.Examplesare usedto illustratethe sensitivityof the warningand responseprocess
to preplanningbased
upon SLOSH model results,the coordination betweenNWS and local and stateofficials, and the critical role
played by the media for motivating peopleto take the desiredaction in an orderly fashion. Theseexamples
iUustratehow this processworkedto nearperfectionduring HurricaneHugo, but wasdisruptedin the Galveston/
Houstonarea by conflicting information reachinglocal officialsand the public during HurricaneGilbert.
Finally, a brief look into the futureis attempted,with emphasisupon newobservingsystems,next generation
numerical modelsand expectedimprovementsin tropical cyclonetrack and intensity forecastsand the warning
processat landfall and inland. The next generationweatherradar (NEXRAD) systemsin the modernizedand
restructuredNWS are expectedto playa major role in improving short-term warningsof flash floods, high
winds, and possibletornadoesas hurricanesmove inland and startto decay.
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(NSSFC) located in Kansas City, Missouri and the
parentNational Meteorological Center (NMC) located
near Washington, D.C. The responsibilities of NHC
are much broader than providing forecastsand warnings for tropical cyclones(hurricanes). Responsibilities
also include tropical analyses,interpretive messages,
5. Futurehurricaneforecastandwarningoperations
public, and marine and aviation forecastsyearlong for
national and international interests. The area of re6. Concludingremarks
sponsibility includes the tropical and subtropical regions
of the North Atlantic and easternNorth Pacific
Acknowledgments
oceans,the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico and
References
adjacentland areas.
Although the NHC has numerous other responsibilities, it is best known for its hurricane forecastand
1. Introduction
warning programs. These programs have been highly
a. General
visible becauseof large lossesof property and lives due
The National Hurricane Center (NHC) located in to hurricanes in the past. A continuing concern is that
Miami, Florida is one of threenational centersoperated potential lossdue to hurricanes is increasingdaily due
by the National Weather Service (NWS). The other to population growth in vulnerable areasin the United
two are the National Severe Storm Forecast Center Statesand elsewherein this hemisphere.To understand
b. Nationaland internationalcoordination
1. HurricaneHugo,September1989
c. Conflictinginformation
1. HurricaneBabe,September1977
2. HurricaneGilbert,September1988
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the presentand future structure and operations of the the immediate coastto move inland when hurricanes
NHC, one needsthe perspectiveof its history and the havethreatened.However,it is becomingmore difficult
changingnature of the hurricane threat to the citizens eachyear to evacuatepeople from theseareasdue to
of the westernhemisphereand specificallyto Gulf and roadwaysystemsthat have not kept pacewith the rapid
population growth. This condition results in the reEast Coastresidentsof the United States.
quirement for longer and longer lead times for safe
evacuation. Unfortunately, these extended forecasts
b. The UnitedStatesHurricaneproblem
suffer from increasinguncertainty. Furthermore, rates
The permanentpopulations of the hurricane-prone of improvements in forecastskills have been far outcoastalcounties of the United Statescontinue to grow pacedby ratesof population growth in areasvulnerable
at a rapid rate (Fig. I ).'When weekend,seasonal,and to hurricanes.
holiday populations are considered, the number of
The combination of the growing populations on
people on barrier islands suchas at OceanCity, Mary- barrier islandsand other vulnerable locations (seeFig.
land, Gulf Shores,Alabama, and Padre Island, Texas 2), and the uncertainties in the forecastsposesmajor
increaseby 10- to 100-fold or more. Also, theseareas dilemmas for forecastersand local and stateemergency
are subjectto inundation from the rapidly rising waters managementofficials alike, i.e., how do you prevent
known as the storm surgeassociatedwith hurricanes complacencycausedby ..falsealarms" and yet provide
that generally result in catastrophic damage and po- adequatewarning times?
tentially large lossesof life. Over the past severalyears,
Preparations for hurricanes are expensive.When a
the warning systemhasprovided adequatetime for the hurricane is forecastto move inland on a path nearly
greatmajority of the peopleon barrier islandsand along normal to the coastthe area placed under warning is
about 300 miles in length. The averagecost of preparation, whether the hurricane strikes or not, is more
than $50 million for the Gulf Coast.This estimatecovers the cost of boarding up homes, closing down businessesand manufacturing plants, evacuating oil rigs,
etc. It does not include economic lossesdue to disruption of commerceactivities suchas sales,tourists canceling reservations,etc. In some locations, the loss for
the Labor Day weekendalone can be a substantialportion of the yearly income of coastalbusinesses.An example of suchlosseswereexperiencedalongthe Florida
panhandleduring Hurricane Elena in 1985.If the width
of the warned areahasto be increasedby 20%because
of greateruncertainties in the forecast,the additional
cost for eacheventwould be $10 million. Ifuncertainties in the hurricane strength require warning for the
next higher category of hurricane (Saffir / Simpson
scale,Hebert and Taylor 1988), then major increases
in the number of people evacuated and preparation
costswould be required. Of course,if theseuncertainties meant that major metropolitan areassuchas Galveston/Houston, New Orleans, Tampa, Miami, or a
number of other major coastal cities would or would
not be included in the warning area,the differencesin
preparationcostswould be substantiallymore than the
$10 million, and the number of people evacuated
would be substantiallymore than the tens of thousands
of people. For instance, in the caseof the Galveston/
Houston area, an increase in storm strength of only
20 miles h -I (from a category-2hurricaneto a category3 hurricane on the Saffir/ Simpsonscale)would require
the evacuation of an additional 200 000 people. Likewise, if major industrial areassuchas Beaumont/Port
Arthur, Texas, or tourist areas such as Atlantic City,
New Jerseywere affected by these uncertainties, the
financial impact would be quite large.
Economic factorsreceiveseriousconsiderationfrom

VOLUME5

fiG. 2. Predicted inundation causedby the storm surgegeneratedby a hurricane moving ashore on the track indicated by the
bold straight line for the (a) Galveston/Houston, Texas area category-3hurricane (b) New Orleans,Louisiana area category-4
hurricane; (c) southwestF1oridaarea category-3hurricane; and (d) Atlantic City, New Jerseyarea category-3hurricane.

NHC, and local and state officials not only for direct
but also for indirect effectson people response.People
will not continually take expensiveactions which, afterwards, prove to have been unnecessary.If we consistently over-warn by wide margins, people will not
respond and such actions could result in large loss of
life. To maintain credibility with the general public,
NHC and local and state officials cannot treat all hurricanes as if they were Camilles, Gilberts or Hugos! I
Such an exaggeratedapproach may indeed provide
maximum protection of life for a given event, but it
endangersmany more lives the next time when the
threat may be evengreater.
I Hurricane Camille (1969), Gilbert (1988) and Hugo (1989) were
some of the most intensehurricanesto make landfall in the western
hemisphereduring the past three decades.

Finally, the hurricane problem is compounded by
the fact that 80%-90% of the people who now live in
the hurricane-prone areashave never experiencedthe
core of a major hurricane (Saffir / Simpson scale-category 3 or stronger; Hebert et al. 1984). Many of these
people have been through weaker hurricanes or been
brushed by the fringe of a major hurricane. The result
is a false impression of the damagepotential of these
storms. This frequently breeds complacency and delayed actions which could result in the loss of many
lives. An example of the potential danger are those
peopleliving on barrier islandswho might be reluctant
to evacuate under "blue sky" conditions 2 until they

2 Such an evacuation is presently required becauseof large populations with limited egnessfacilities.
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FIG. 2. (Continued)

seethe actual threat (waters rising and winds increasing) (Simpson and Ruhl 1981). The result could be
people trapped in those areasas waters cut off escape
routes. This situation nearly happened for about 200
people on westernGalvestonIsland during Hurricane
Alicia of 1983.
This type of responseprimarily results from three
major factors. First, major hurricanes are infrequent
events for any given location. Second, for more than
the past two decades, major hurricanes striking the
United States coast have been less frequent than for
the three previousdecades(Fig. 3). Finally, it has been
during this period of low hurricane activity that the
great majority of the present coastal residentsmoved
to the coast.The combination of these factorsis illustrated in Fig. 4 which showsthat property damagespiraled upward in tandem with the coastalpopulations
until the last two decadeswhen it leveled off. In fact,
if it had not been for the more than $7 billion loss
causedby Hurricane Hugo in 1989,a significant decreasein losseswould have beennoted. Figure5 shows
the loss of life during this period. This figure clearly
demonstratesthe improvement in the effectivenessof
hurricane forecast, warning, and responseprograms

sincethe turn of the century. Those developmentsare
describedin the following sectionsof this paper. However, with the tremendous increase of populations in
high-risk areasalong our <;oastlines,
the concernis that
we may now not fare as well in the future when hurricane activity inevitably returns to the frequenciesexperiencedduring the 1940s-60s.

2. History
a. General
The NHC has evolved from the continual efforts of
the U.S.government,from the late lSOOs
to the present,
to develop and improve warning services for storms
that
have
beenreferred
of the
sea."
. to as"meteorological monsters
Records of encounters with hurricanes go back to
the days of Columbus (Ludlum 1963). Dunn and
Miller ( 1960)state that the name "hurricane" wasderived from severalreferencesin various Indian dialects
to monstrous storms associatedwith their names for
storm gods,etc. There are numerousreferencesto hurricanes in historical records of America, including
studies by Benjamin Franklin who discovered that
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hurricanes moved from one place to another, and were
not "steered" by surface winds (Dunn and Miller
1960). However, it was not until 1847 that a hurricanewarning display systemwas first established~nAmerica.
This system was established by Lt. Col. William Reid
of the Royal Engineers of England while on duty in
Barbados. His warning system was primarily based
upon barometric readings.
Calvert ( 1935) states that Father Benito Vines, director of Belen College at Havana, Cuba is credited
with development of the first systematic scheme for
hurricane forecastsand warnings using observations of
movement of upper- and lower clouds. Apparently, he
routineiy issuedhurricane warnings starting in the early
1870s. In 1870, the U.S. Congressmade appropriations
for organizing a national meteorological service under
the auspices of the Signal Corps of the Army. Calvert
reports that this newly organized meteorological service
recognized the need to provide hurricane warnings for

the eastern and southern coasts of the United States.
The serviceattempted to establisha system for receiving
daily observations from islands in and around the Caribbean. It is uncertain when the first hurricane warning
was issued by this new service. Calvert however, states
that a warning issued on 23 August 1873, for New
England and the Middle Atlantic states was probably
the first for a storm of tropical origin (although it was
not a hurricane).
On 16 September 1875,a strong hurricane destroyed
Indianola, Texas, killing 176 people. There was little
warning for this hurricane and the public's continued
general dissatisfaction with the Signal Corps' weather
forecasting led to .the creation of the Weather Bureau
in 1890 and its transfer to the Department of Agriculture (Dunn 1971). Calvert reports that several attempts
were made over the next several years to establish and
receive meteorological observations from various sites
throughout the Caribbean. However, it was not until
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the Spanish-American war in 1898, that there was a
concertedeffort to establisha comprehensivehurricane
warning service for America. PresidentMcKinley, recalling the 1896hurricane which killed 114personsin
the region from Florida to Pennsylvania,declaredthat
he feared a hurricane more than the Spanish Navy
(Dunn 1971). Before this time, hurricane warnings
were only issued for United Statescoastalareas.Congressthen authorized funds for establishingobserving
stations throughout the central and easternCaribbean.
Sites were established at Kingston, Jamaica; Port of
Spain, Trinidad; Willemstad, Curacao; Santo Domingo, Santo Domingo; and Santiago de Cuba. The
Weather Bureau forecastingcenter for the WestIndies
was then located at Kingston, Jamaica and provided
warnings for Weather Bureaulocations throughout the
islands, military centers,and shipping interests.
After the war wasover, other observingstationswere
established at San Juan, Puerto Rico, and Roseau,
Dominica. On 1 February 1899, the headquartersof
the forecastingservicewastransferredto Havana,Cuba.
A systemwas also developedto give the entire West
Indies and ships of all nationalities the benefit of the
hurricane-warningserviceof the WeatherBureau.This
recognition of international responsibility continues
today under the auspicesof the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO).

At the turn of the century, hurricane forecastand
warning servicesfor the continental United Statescontinued .to be provided from Washington, D.C.-However, a major hurricane struck Galveston,Texas on 89 September1900,killing more than 6000 people with
no record of any formal hurricane warning reaching
Galveston.This remains the largestnatural disasterin
the history of the United States.In 1902;the hurricane
forecastingwork of the Weather Bureau for the West
Indies was transferred from Havana to Washington.
In 1919,a forecastcenterfor issuinghurricane warnings
for Puerto Rico and contiguous areaswas established
in SanJuan.
There were several instancesduring the late 1800s
and early 1900swhere communities along the hurricane-pronecoastswere lessthan satisfiedwith the hurricane warning service being provided through the
Weather Bureau office in Washington (Dunn 1971).
Therewasa feelingthat Washingtonlackeda sensitivity
to hurricane problems since they were Jessprone to
the effectsof hurricanes. For instance,warnings for the
hurricane that brought such devastationto Miami in
1926were only issuedasan after-thoughtat 2300, after
most Miamians were asleep,unaware of the rapidly
approachinghurricane. By the time the warnings were
issuedand the local meteorologist in chargewas able
to make his way to Miami Beach,winds were blowing
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FIG. 4. Loss of property in the continental United Statesdue to
hurricanes from 1915 through 1989 (modification and update of
Gentry 1974).

plotteron duty honestlybut indiscreetlywired back:
so hard that he requiredassistance
to raisethe hurricane
"Forecasteron golf course-unableto contact."
warning flags. At 1 a.m., 2 hours after the warnings
In Galveston,
the weatherremainedquiet,buttemwere issued,winds reachedhurricane force along the
peratures
in
the
Chamberof Commerceroserapidly.
coast.
The single incident which apparently most exem- These incidents led Congressto appropriate $80 000
plified this lack of sensitivity occurred in 1934. Dunn in the 1935 budget to revamp the hurricane warning
statesthat
service (Calvert 1935; Dunn 1971). Improvements
were to include the establishment of new hurricane
A tropical storm formed in late August 1934 in the
forecastcentersat Jacksonville,Florida; New Orleans,
central Gulf of Mexico and on a Sunday forenoon the
Louisiana; San Juan, Puerto Rico; and Boston,
Massachusetts
3and the issuanceof hurricaneadvisories
Washington (based) forecaster issued a hurricane
warning for the Upper Texascoast.Sincethere would
at least four times a day. San Juan would have the
be no additional observations until 7 p.m. the foreresponsibility for the Caribbean Seaand islands east
caster,as usual, went home, planning to return in the
of 75°W and south of 20oN; New Orleans would be
evening to issue the regular and hurricane forecasts.
responsiblefor that portion of the Gulf of Mexico and
In Galveston, which had continued to be a very senits coastswest of 85°W; Jacksonvillewould cover the
sitive area(to hurricane threats)sincethe 1900disaster,
remaining portions of the Atlantic, CaribbeanSeaand
the populace scannedthe sky for indications of the
Gulf of Mexico areas,and associatedislandsand coasts
forecast hurricane. It was moving more slowly than
the morning advisoryindicatedand weatherconditions
remained serene.Finally, by mid afternoon, the anxious Chamber of Commerce wired the Washington
Weather Bureau for the latest information. The map

3The forecastcenter at Boston was not establisheduntil 1940.
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Dunn wasnamed as director of the National Hurricane
Warning Service for the Atlantic basin (Weather Bureau 1966b).In addition, a 2 I-personTropical Analysis
Centerwasestablishedat NHC in the fall of 1965under
the leadershipof David Shideler. This unit conducted
analysesand prepared prognosesfrom 400N to 400S
from Central Africa westward through the easternPacific and was later redesignatedthe Regional Center
for Tropical Meteorologyunderthe WMO. In addition,
the plan called for the establishmentof six full-time
hurricane specialist-positions at NHC and two similar
positions at the Weather Bureau offices in San Francisco and Honolulu.
The Weather Bureau had the primary responsibility
for all tropical cyclone forecastsand warnings for all
United Statesinterests, including the Department of
Defense (DoD), from Africa westward through the
central Pacific. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center of
DoD in Guam provided warnings for United States
civilian interests in the westernPacific. Those responsibilities continue today. There were similar international responsibilities under the WMO for thesesame
regionswherethe NHC provided tropical cyclone forecastand warning guidanceand, in fact, directly issued
warnings for several countries throughout the Caribbean region and Central America. As meteorological
servrcesimproved in the region, the number of countries requiring the direct issuance of warnings from
NHC decreased.
The net effect of the consolidation of the Weather
Bureau hurricane warning service was that all hurricane-trackand intensity forecastsfor the Atlantic basin,
which includes the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of
Mexico, becamethe responsibility of NHC. Tropical
cyclones in the easternPacific east of 140oWand the
central Pacific from 140ow to the dateline were the
responsibilityof the WeatherBureauhurricane warning
offices in SanFranciscosand Honolulu, 6respectively.
The former hurricane forecastofficesat SanJuan, New
Orleans, Washington, and Boston now became hurricane warning offices. They continued to write public
advisoriesand issue warnings for their respectiveareas
after coordination with NHC and do other hurricane
related work such as hurricane preparednessand coordination activities, but no longer prepared the "official" track and intensity forecasts.
During 1967, Dunn announced his retirement for
the end of the 1967hurricane season.His tenure was
marked by an increasedemphasis upon public awarenessof hurricane threat, and improved international
cooperation, including training and upgrading of meteorological services throughout the Caribbean. The
The decision was made to concentrate the national staff of the Miami office had grown to 83 people by
hurricane warning service in one office at the NHC.4 this time, with greatly increasedresponsibilitiescom-

south of 35°N; and Washington and Boston wouldcover the area north of35°N. Dunn (1971) statesthat
"Jacksonville (the only complete center of the new offices) was given two forecastersto cover all analysis
and forecasting (responsibilities) 24 hours a day and
7 days a week. By the end of the first hurricane season,
both forecasterswere ready for hospitalization." Gordon Dunn spoke from firsthand knowledgeas he was
the junior assistantto Grady Norton, the chief hurricane forecasterat this office.
In 1943, the primary hurricane forecast office at
Jacksonville was moved to Miami where the Weather
Bureau, Air Corps, and Navy establisheda joint hurricane warning service under the direction of Norton.
After the end of World War II, the Air Corps withdrew
from the hurricane forecastoperations and the Navy
established an independent forecastoffice. The Navy
unit however, remained co-located with the Weather
Bureau's Miami hurricane forecastoffice until 1964
when the Navy unit was moved to Jacksonville, Florida. Norton continued as the meteorologist in charge
of the Miami forecastoffice and the hurricane forecast
center until his death in 1954during Hurricane Hazel.
He had establisheda strong reputation as an extraordinary forecasterwith the ability to communicate with
residents along the coast, and he is still remembered
with great admiration and affection by the long-time
residents of south Florida as well as by his colleagues
(Bu~e 1988).
Dunn, who at the time was the meteorologist-incharge (MIC) at Chicago,was selectedas the new meteorologist-in-charge at the Miami forecastoffice. In
1955,the Miami forecastoffice wasofficially designated
as the NHC with Dunn as its first director. However,
most people,including Dunn, recognizeNorton asthe
first director of the NHC even though it had not been
officially designatedas such during his tenure.
In 1965, a plan was developed under the direction
of GeorgeP. Cressman,director of the WeatherBureau
". ..for useasa Weather Bureauguide in the orderly
implementation of animproved nation-wideHurricane
Warning Service" (Weather Bureau1966a). This plan
called for a program to
1) prevent the increasing magnitude of economic
disasterswhich can result from possibleunderwarning
of ail erratic storm or flash flood;
2) minimize the.excessivepreparation costsresulting from overwarning;
3) provide completely reliable serviceduring storm
emergencies;
4) offsetthe potential dangerof public apathy.

4 Report of the 1966Interdepartmental Hurricane Warning Conference,Atlantic

, Later renamedeasternPacific Hurricane Center.
6 Later renamed central Pacific Hurricane Center.
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pared to those at the inception of the NHC in 1955.
Robert H. Simpson, associatedirector of the WB was
selectedto succeedDunn. Dunn and Simpsonworked
side -byside during the hurricane seasonof 1967.
Simpson served as director of NHC from 1968
through 1973. During this period. he placeda renewed
emphasisupon researchand developmentactivities at
NHC including establishmentof small Researchand
Development and Satellite Applications Units (SAU)
under the leadershipof Banner1. Miller and Donald
C. Gaby, respectively.Considerableprogresswas made
in development of statisticaland statistical/ dynamical
models as forecast aids during this period. Also, applications of satellite technology received special emphasis.The SAU becamea Satellite Field ServiceStation (SFSS) under the National Environmental Satcllite Services (NESS) in 1973. Ten operational
meteorologistsand other support personnel were assignedto this unit, bringing the total staff level at the
NHC complex to more than 100 people. Juring this
same period, NOAA was created on 3 October 1970
and the Weather Bureaubecamethe NWS.
Simpsonretired after the 1973hurricane seasonand
was succeededby Neil L. Frank. Frank placed a renewedemphasisupon hurricane preparedness,making
numerous talks along the hurricane-pronecoastseach
year. He realized that with the rapid growth of the Gulf
of Mexico and Atlantic coastalpopulations. and the
continued influx of new residents with little appreciation of the hurricane threat, many people could be
trapped on barrier islands in the event of a major hurricane.Furthermore, few people(including responsible
local officials) in these high-risk areashad actually experienceda major hurricane (Hebert et al. 1984). Also.
no one really knew just how much time was required
to evacuate these vulnerable areas in the event of a
hurricane. Local community preparednessplans were
marginal at best. Consideringthese factorsand having
personallysurveyednumerous developmentsalong the
Gulf and Atlantic coasts (Frank 1974a), Frank visualizedthe possibility of a repeatof the Great Galveston
Hurricane tragedy of 1900-To correct the situation,
hc dccided to attempt to substitute education for experience.Also, storm surgemodels were employed in
an attempt to define the degree of the problem. The
primary legacyof Frank to the hurricane warning service is a heightenedawarenessof the hurricane problem, much improved local action plans, and the use
of the electronicmediato motivate peoplein threatened
areasto respond positively during a hurricane threat.
During the 1970s,meteorologicalsatellitesbecame
the primary observing tool for tropical analyses at
NHC. By 1982,the Satellite Field ServiceStation was
combined with the Regional Center for Tropical Meteorology under Mark Zimmer to form the '"":ropical
Satellite Analysis Center at NBC. During this period,
many of the manual tasks,suchasroutine plotting and
analyzing of various charts, were automated. Some
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manual analysescontinue today due to sparsity of
quantitative data over the tropics and the need to integratequalititive satellite observationsinto the quantitative analyses.The result of thesechangeswas a reduction in the number of the staff and greatercomputerization of product generationand issuance.
Beginning in 1980, all hurricane a~visories for the
Atlantic basin, including public advisories,which had
formerly beenissuedby Hurricane Warning Offices at
SanJuan, New Orleans,Washington,and Boston,were
issued by the NHC. Administrative changesin 1984
resulted in NHC being separated from the NWS
Southern Region and placed under the NMC. This
process also involved the division of NHC into a
smalleroffice with a separate,co-located,WeatherService ForecastOffice (WSFO) with PaulJ. Hebert asits
MIC and area manager.Atlantic, CaribbeanSea,and
Gulf of Mexico,high-seasforecastresponsibilitieswere
retained by the WSFO with satellite and analysissupport provided by the NHC. Thesechangesreducedthe
staff of the NHC from almost 100 people to 37. The
WSFO staffconsistedof 29 people.The WSFO Public
Service and Radar and Electronic Technician Units
were to continue providing support for the NHC.
Frank retired as director ofNHC in earlyJune 1987,
and wassucceededby the author in an actingcapacity.
In March 1988,the author was selectedas director of
NHC. During this same period, other changeswere
taking place at NHC as part of the modernization and
restructuring of the NWS. Responsibility for Satellite
Interpretation Messages(SIMS) and seasurfaceanalysesfor the Gulf of Mexico were transferred from the
New OrleansWSFO to the NHC in the spring of 1987.
In the spring of 1988, the responsibility for tropical
cyclone forecastsand warnings, and tropical weather
discussionsfor the easternPacific basinwastransferred
from the WSFO in SanFranciscoto the NHC. In 1989,
the high-seasforecastresponsibility for the tropical belt
(equator to 300N) from Africa to 140oW (Atlantic
and easternPacific basins) was transferred from the
WSFO's in SanFranciscoand Miami to the NHC. In
addition, aviation forecastresponsibilities for the Atlantic, Caribbean,Gulf of Mexico, and portions of the
easternPacific formerly performed by the WSFO's in
Miami and San Francisco were transferred to NHC
resulting in a current staff level of 40 people.

b. Observational.
data processing;and communicationssystems
A summary of the implementation of observational
systemsin the Atlantic basin is shown in Fig. 6. The
following sectionsdescribethose and related systems
and their evolution for operational use. .
I) DATA PROCESSING AND COMMUNICATIONS

As indicated in subsection2a, hurricane forecastand
warning programs were seriouslyhampered for many
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MILESTONESIN A TLANTIC TROPICALCYCLONEOBSERVINGSYSTEMS
FIG. 6. Milestonesin Atlantic basintropical cycloneobservingsystems(courtesyorc. Neuman,NHC).

years by lack of observations and the ability to communicate observations and warnings between the forecastoffices and field locations. Telegraph systemswere
used in the late 1800sto receive daily observations from
a few locations in the Caribbean and along the Atlantic
and Gulfcoasts (Calvert 1935). In the early 1900s,the
development of the radio permitted a great stepforward
in the ability to collect observations from and communicate information to ships at sea.7
The special appropriation by Congress in 1935 resulted in the establishment of
a unique. ..teletypewriter set-upduring the fiveactive hurricane months. ..designed for speedycollection of observationsfrom lifesavingstormwarning

7 Reports from ships remain a very important part of tropical analyses and hurricane warning programs around the world today.

stations,the distribution of land and ship reportsfrom
one forecastcenterto the other,including intervening
first-orderstations,and immediate disseminationof
warningsand advicesto the entire coastalarea.This
teletypecircuit will connectthe WB forecastcenters
at Jacksonvilleand New Orleans and its 9ffices at
Tampa, Miami, Key West, Pensacola,Mobile, Port
Arthur, Houston, Galveston,Corpus Christi, and
Brownsville.The teletypecircuit will operate24 hours
a day, everyday in the week,including Sundaysand
holidays,and will be usedexclusivelyby the Weather
Bureau(Calvert 1935).

Unfortunately,therewasa shortfall in the appropriation. The circuit was completedas indicated above,
but wasterminatedat Jacksonvillewith np link northward along the Atlantic coastto the home office in
Washington(Dunn 1971). From time to time, more
moneywasappropriated.The next major stepwasthe
establishmentin 1937of a radiosondenetwork and
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"hurricane forecastersfor the first time were able to
analyze, to some extent, the tropospheric currents
which steerthe hurricane" (Dunn 1971).
Teletypewritersystemsremainedthe primary means
of communications for the NWS to receiveand transmit data and forecast information through the late
1970s. At that time, the NWS introduced the Automation of Field Operations and Services(AFOS) system (Friday 1983) as its primary means of data handling, display, and messagecomposition and transmission. This system permits computer displays of
most conventional meteorological data in numerical
and graphicalform, graphical output ofNMC analysis
and forecastguidance products potentially displayed
in animated form, messagecomposition, etc. The
AFOS systemremains the primary NWS analysisand
communications system today, supplemented more
recently by personal computers linked to the basic
AFOS system.
At the NHC, severalother means of receiving,processing,analyzing and displaying of information have
been utilized since the mid-1960s. Primary among
thesehave beenthe means of receivingand displaying
satellite imageryand digital data. In the mid-l 960s,an
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) receivingsystem was installed at NHC. Later, Muirhead recorders
provided photographic imagery from the geosynchronous satellitesand theseimageswere animated using
16-mm film loops. In the late 1970s,the Muirhead
recorderswere phased out and UNIF AX paper copy
receiverswere installed. Animation was then provided
through an Electronic Animation System(EAS) utilizing a TV camera to transfer hand-registeredhard
copy prints to a hard disk device. Nearly simultaneously, NHC received an Interactive ProcessingSystem (IPS) electronic looping device where analogsignals receivedvia a single land line were automatically
received,displayed, and animated.
In 1983,a work station connectedto the University
of Wisconsin Man Computer Interactive Data Access
System (McIDAS) was put into operation at NHC.
This system had capabilities for the processing,displaying, enhancing, and animating of satellite data;
overlaying data and analyses,etc.-far exceedingthe
capabilities of previous systemsavailable at NHC. It
quickly becamethe most utilized piece of equipment
at NHC. In 1986, the standard Satellite Weather Information System(SWIS) was installed at NHC permitting reception of digital data and various enhancements and displays. In 1987, the McIDAS terminal
previously connected to the University of Wisconsin
system was connected to the VAS Data Utilization
Center (VDUC) newly installed at NMC/NESDIS in
Washington. In early 1989, an IBM 4381-P23was installed at NHC and linked to direct satellite-receiving
antennas. The two McIDAS work stations were
switched to this in-house systemin March 1989. Additional work stations were installed over the next few
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months, resulting in a complete VDUC system
at NHC.
Computer operationsprogressedslowly at NHC until the middle 1970s.All locally generatedanalyseswere
hand plotted and analyzed up until the mid- to late
1960s. In 1965, the NHC, co-located with National
Hurricane ResearchLaboratory (NHRL) at the Computer Center on the University of Miami campus,
started to use the University computer to develop
analysistechniques.In the early 1970s,NHC obtained
a terminal connectedto the ESSA(later NOAA) central
computer CDC 6600locatedin Washington,D.C. Also,
in the early 1970s,NHC obtained a minicomputer for
local processingand later plotting and analyzing of
maps. That processcontinues today. In 1989, NHC
entered a new era with the installation of the main
frame IBM 4381-P23. The use of this system will be
discussedin subsection3.
2) AIRCRAFT RECONNAISSANCE

(i) Air Force.The first recordedpremeditated flight
into the eye of a hurricane was conducted by Col. Joseph P. Duckworth on 27 July 1943 (Markus, et al.
1987). Duckworth made two flights into the hurricane
located off Galveston, Texas on that day. The aircraft
used was a propeller-driven, single engine North
American AT-6 "Texan" trainer. On the first flight,
Duckworth was accompanied by Lieutenant O'Hair,
a navigator and, on the second flight, by an unnamed
weatherofficer."Thus beganone of the U.S. Air Force's
largest,continuing, humanitarian efforts-the tropical
cyclone reconnaissancemission of Air Force weather
reconnaissanceunits" (A WS historical files). The major impetus for the establishment of regular reconnaissanceflights into tropical cyclones resulted from
massivelossessuffered by the U.S. Navy as a result of
encounters with two typhoons during World War II
(Adamsonand Kosco 1967).The formal establishment
of this servicewasinstituted on 14February 1944,and
regular flights including eye penetrations began that
seasonby AAF Weather Service and Navy aircraft.
These units later becameknown as the famous "Hurricane Hunters." The Army Air Force (AAF) initially
flew B-24's in this mission and in 1946 switched to
four-engine propeller-driven WB-29's. These aircraft
were replaced by WB-50's in the mid-1950s, and in
the earlyand mid-1960sthe WC-130's becamethe primary aircraft usedby Air Forceunits in tropical cyclone
reconnaissance.
Two of theseearly Air Force units evolved into the
53rd Weather ReconnaissanceSquadron (WRS) operating from various basesin the Atlantic basin over
the years (Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico; Patrick AFB,
Florida; ShawAFB, SouthCarolina; and finally Keesler
AFB, Mississippi) and the 54th WRS operating from
Anderson AFB, Guam. They werejoined by the 815th
WRS "Storm Trackers" Air Forcereserveunit in 1973,
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flying from KeeslerAFB. That unit and the 53rd remain as the only DoD units flying tropical cyclone
reconnaissancetoday. They utilize WC-130 "E"- and
"H"-model four-engine turboprop aircraft in theseoperations with normal flight levels of 10000 ft in hurricanes and 1500 ft for lessintense systems.
Instrumentation on board these aircraft evolved
from drift metersto Doppler radar systemsfor navigation and wind computations to OmegaassistedInertial Navigation Systems(INS). The later systemwas
first installed on a prototype Advanced Weather Reconnaissance System (AWRS) built in 1970 in responseto direction from the president and Congress
after the disasterof Hurricane Camille ( 1969). Reconnaissance aircraft at that time were equipped with
Doppler navigation systems for determining the displacement of the aircraft relative to the earth for wind
computations. In that situation, the Doppler beams
occasionallylocked on to the moving precipitation and
spray,rather than the fixed earth, resulting in erroneous
Doppler shift information. Therefore, they were not
able to provide accurate wind measurementsin the
intense part of the hurricane. In addition, the aging
Navy aircraft (Super Constellations) were not considered safe enoughto fly through the core of this strong
hurricane, resulting in critical periods when reconnaissancedata were not available to the hurricane
forecastersat NHC. The AWRS cost a little over $16
million to develop to military specifications. It later
proved so cumbersome to maintain and operate that
it was taken out of operational use. Efforts continued
to upgradeinstrumentation on the Air Force fleetusing
modem computertechnology.The Office of the Federal
Coordinator under the direction of William S. Barney,
and later, Robert Carnahanprovided direction and financial support for theseefforts. The assistanceof Col.
CharlesB. Coleman, commander of the 92OthWeather
ReconnaissanceGroup, was especiallycritical in the
early 1980sin permitting "proof of concept" installations on a reserveaircraft. These efforts have culminated in an Air Force program which now has several
aircraft equipped with portions of an Improved
Weather ReconnaissanceSy~tem(IWRS). The entire
fleet is scheduledfor installation of complete systems
by the end of 1990.Capabilities include nearly instantaneoussatellite data links providing high density and
high accuracy data transmitted from the computers
aboard the aircraft in the storm to the computers at
the NHC.
(ii) Navy. The first Navy aircraft reconnaissance
units wereformed asa direct resultof Admiral Halsey's
encounters with typhoons in 1944 and 1945. These
units were formed in 1946 and were called VPW-l,
-2" and -3. Units were stationed in Miami, the Philippines, and Guam, utilizing four-engine propeller
driven PB4Y2 aircraft (Navy version of the B-24). In
1953the Navy started using twin-engine P2V's in addition to the PB4Y2's. In the late 1950s.theseaircraft
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were replaced by the famed four-engine Super Constellation aircraft and finally, in 1972 by WP3A's. The
increaseduse of weathersatellitesand the availability
of data buoys in the early 1970sminimized the need
for routine "synoptic track" flights over the Atlantic,
Gulf of Mexico, Caribbeanand easternNorth Pacific
and permitted more selective use of reconnaissance
aircraft into storms. The result was that there was no
longera need for two large operationalunits to conduct
necessarytropical cyclone reconnaissance.Therefore,
in 1974,the Navy disbandedits weatherreconnaissance
fleet, leaving the primary operational responsibility in
the hands of the Air Force.
(iii) Commerce. In 1955, Simpson establishedthe
National Hurricane ResearchProject (NHRP) in responseto 'disasterscausedby Hurricanes Carol, Edna,
and Hazel (1954) and Connie and Diane (1955), to
investigatethe structure of hurricanesand developimproved forecasting techniques (Staff, NHRP 1956).
Aircraft and people were assembled at West Palm
Beach, Florida in 1956 to begin field operations
(Simpson 1980). The aircraft flec~tconsisted of two
TB-50A, four-engine, propeller-driven aircraft (comparableto the WB-50's usedoperationally by the AWS
and one B-47B turbojet powered aircraft. These specially instrumented planes were operated and maintained by the AWS (Hilleary and Christ~nsen1957).
At the end of the 1958hurricane season,the Air Force
withdrew support of the flight operations. In April
1959, the operations of the project were moved 'to
Miami to be co-located with NHC. In 1960, the Department of Commerce purchasedtwo used,four-engine, pr9peller-driven DC-6 aircraft and obtained a
WB-57 on loan from the Air Force. At this time, the
aircraft operations were separatedfrom the NHRP to
form the ResearchFlight Facility (RFF) and moved
to Miami International Airport.8
The use of the WB-57 aircraft was discontinued in
1971 as it proved too costly to operate and maintain
for the limited amount of reliable data that was being
obtained from its use. In 1973, a WC-130B was also
obtained on loan from the Air Force (Gentry 1980).
Also, in 1973, Congressappropriated $30 million to
be spreadover the next 3 yearsto upgradethe research
aircraft fleet and their instrumentation. This appropriation was primarily in support'of a researchprogram
entitled Project Stormfury (Gentry 1974;Sheets1981 )
which was investigating possible means for reducing
the strength of mature hurricanes. Two WP-3'5 with
state-of-the-art instrumentation were obtained as a result of this funding and put into operation in 1976and

8This organization, and its successors
ovc:rthe yearshas provided
field support for numerous atmospheric researchprojects other than
hurricanes.Thus, a broad spectrumof the meteorologicalcommunity
has directly benefited from assetsgeneratedin responseto the hurricane problem.
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1977. Also, as part of this process,the RFF was restructured and renamedthe ResearchFacilities Center
(RFC) in 1975. These new flying laboratoriesmarked
the beginning of a new era in hurricane researchand
hurricane reconnaissance(Sheets 1978). The DC-6's
were phased out of operation in 1975 and the C-130
was returned to the Air Force in 1982. In 1983,the
RFC was restructured again with various functions
added and renamed the Office of Aircraft Operations
(OAO) of NOAA. In 1989,it wasrenamedthe Aircraft
Operations Center (AOC).
The co-location of the NHRP (under the directorship ofR. Cecil Gentry) with the NHC provided major
benefits for both organizations. Close working relationships developed betweenthe researchersand the
operational meteorologistsover the yearswith special
emphasisupon meetingoperational forecastneeds.In
1965,the NHRP becamethe National Hurricane ResearchLaboratory (NHRL). Severalother changesin
organizational structure and unit name have occurred
over the years and it is now known as the Hurricane
Research Division (HRD) of the Atlantic Oceanographic and MeteorologicalLaboratory (AOML). Directorsof this organizationhave beenRobert H. Simpson (1956-58), R. Cecil Gentry (1959-74), Noel E.
LaSeur (1975-77) and Stanley L. Rosenthal (1977present). It remainedco-locatedwith NHC from 1959
until 1983.
The combination of the NHRL [now Hurricane
ResearchDepartment(HRD)] and the AOC (formerly
RFF, RFC, and OAO) have made considerablecontributions to the operational hurricane forecastand
warning programs, utilizing these aircraft reconnaissancesystems.Major contributions have been in the
area of improved understandingof the structure and
characteristicsof the hurricane (LaSeur and Hawkins
1963; Shea and Gray 1973; Hawkins and Imbembo
1976; Colon 1980;Anthes 1982; Sheets1982; Powell
1987;Willoughby et al. 1982;Marks and Houze 1987).
In addition, theseunits havedevelopedand/ or applied
new instrumentation for improved measurementsand
transmission of data from the reconnaissanceaircraft
in the hurricane to the operational center. One of the
major accomplishmentsin this area was the development and implementation of an Aircraft Satellite Data
Link (ASDL) on NOAA's researchaircraft to NHC
(Pifer, et al. 1978; Parrish et al. 1984). Until the implementation of this system,data were transmitted by
radio/voice links.9 Such links highly limited the information that could be transmitted. Figure 7 is an
example of the wind field plotted out at NHC from
data received through this satellite link superimposed

9 In the early 1970's, the Navy had experimented with a Data
Acquisition and Logging System(DALS) which involved manual
entering of data on a paper tape, and then transmission through a
radio systemwith mixed results(NHOP 1971).
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on digitized radar data obtained aboard NOAA 's re~
searchaircraft during hurricane Gilbert (1988). Figure
8 shows a vertical radar display for the same flight.
These types of radar data will SOOIJI
become available
to the forecasterin real time.
3) METEOROLOGICALSATELLITES

The greatestsingle advancementin observingtools
for tropical meteorologywasunquestionablythe advent
of the geosynchronousmeteorologicalsatellite.If there
wasa choice of only one observingtool for use in meeting the responsibilities of the NHC, the author would
clearly choose the geosynchronoussatellite with its
presentday associatedaccessing,processing,and displaying systemsavailable at NHC. The very nature of
the tropics and subtropics with vastoceanicareaslimit
the availability of conventional observations,particularly upper-air data. For instance, there is only one
upper-air station for more than 4 million miles2 for
the tropical and subtropical Atlantic between the
southeastUnited Statesand Africa. By comparison,
there is one upper-air station for approximately every
40000 miles2overthe continentalUnited States.Thus,
the needsfor meteorologicaldata overthe tropical and
subtropical regions must primarily be met by meteorological satellites.
The first United Statesmeteorologicalsatellite ( TIROS l) was launched on 1 April 1960(Johnson et al.
1976). This researchsatellite primarily provided cloud
cover photography. NIMBUS-l, launched 28 August
1964provided the first High-Resolution Infrared Radiometer for night pictur~s. On I() September 1965,
the first Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) waslaunched(Markus et al. 1987).
ESSA-l, launched February 3, 1966becamethe first
operational satellite and carried two wide-angle TV
cameras.ESSA-2 launched 25 days later carried Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) camerasand the
era of heavyrelianceupon satellitedata for operational
tropical (and other) meteorologicalanalysisand forecasting began.The next major advancementwas the
launch of the experimental Applications Technology
Satellite (ATS) in a geosynchronousorbit on 6 December 1966. This satellite contained a "spin-scan"
camerainvented by Verner E. Suomi at the University
of Wisconsin. This technology evolved into the first
Geostationary Operational Envirl?nmental Satellite
(GOES) on 16 October 1975which routinely produces
image~that span the entire hemisphereat 30-min intervals. The GOES systemremains the backbone of
tropical meteorological observations and analysis
today.
Polar-orbiting satellites operating at lower altitudes
provide superior spatial resolution and sounding capabilities as compared to geostationarysatellites, but
suffergreatlyfrom a lack of temporalresolution.Barrett
and Martin ( 1981) provide an ex(:ellentsummary of
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the observing characteristics of the two types of satellites
and their utility for environmental monitoring.
Over the years, much of the satellite data and information has been and remains more qualitative than
quantitative. However, great efforts have been made
to quantify information from the satellites to be utilized
in initial analyses for diagnostic purposes and for numerical model initialization. Cloud drift "winds" became a vital part of tropical flow pattern analyses at
low and upper levels in the troposphere. Wark and
Heming ( 1966) and Smith ( 1967) describe early efforts
to obtain temperature and moisture profiles from radiation data. Smith (1983) described early work in
deriving atmospheric profiles from Visible and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiomenter (VISSR) Atmospheric
Sounder (VAS) geostationary radiance observations.
Great advancements have been made in recent years
in obtaining more accurate quantitative estimates of
the vertical distribution of the thermodynamic and kinematic properties of the troposphere using satellitebased technology. In spite of these advances, it appears
that it will be several years before such technology can
replace the current radiosonde system for atmospheric
soundings. However, in the author's opinion, there are
no reasonable alternatives to remote sensing from satellites for obtaining the much needed "sounding" data
over the tropical and subtropical regions of the world.
Considerable effort continues at NHC and other locations to improve tropical analyses utilizing all available conventional data coupled with remote sensing
data from satellites (Veldon and Goldenberg 1987;
Veldon et al. 1984; Lewis et al. 1987; Lord and Franklin
1987; Burpee et al. 1984).
It is not practical to list the hundreds of research
papers published in the area of satellite-based technology supported by NASA, NOAA, NSF, DoD, etc.
The list is growing daily. Some of the pioneering researchers and their work included Fett ( 1964); Sadler
(1964); Fritz et al. (1966); Erickson (1967); Oliver
and Anderson (1969). However, in the estimation of
the author and many others, the development of the
Dvorak technique (1972, 1984) has been the single
greatest achievement in support of operational tropical
cyclone forecasting by a researcher to date. This technique is used with only minor modifications at all
tropical cyclone forecast centers around the world today. In most cases, it is the only means available for
estimating tropical cyclone intensity over the open
oceanic areas. Proper application of the system generally provides consistent estimates and a relative estimate of changes in tropical cyclone strength. However, it is an indirect means of estimating tropical cyclone strength, and operational application of the
system has resulted in occasional substantial differences
in strength estimates between varioQs analysts and also
differences with wind and pressure values recorded by
reconnaissance aircraft (Sheets and McAdie 1989;
Mayfield et al. 1989).
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4) RADAR

World War II initiated the era of radar use for
weather detection. Adamson and Kosco (1967) referred to observationsof typhoons from shipboard radarsduring Halsey'stragic encounterswith two of these
giant weather systems.After World War II, various
military radars were adapted for weather use aboard.
aircraft and on land. In the mid-1950s, some radar
systemswere installed at Weather Bureau sites along
the Gulf and Atlantic coasts.By the early 1960s,the
WSR-57 systemwas established,covering the Gulf of
Mexico and Atlantic coastalregions from Brownsville,
Texasto Eastport,Maine. This systemremains in op- .
eration today, providing nearly continuous coverage
of tropical cycloneswithin about 150miles of the coast.
These radar systemshave provided some rather dramatic time-lapsesequencesof the "eyewall" and rainbands as hurricanes approachedthe coastand moved
inland. Therefore,this radar coveragepermits refinement of hurricane warnings as storms approach the
coast.Also, much has beenlearned about tropical cyclones over the years using thesesystems(Dunn and
Miller 1960; Jordan and Schatzle 1961; Parrish et al.
1982).
5) Buoys. SHIPS,AND CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

The U.S. Navy first started usinl~oceanic buoys in
the late 1960s.The first systemdeployed by the National Data Buoy Center in suPpo11of the hurricane
program occurred in 1972 (NHOP 1972). The buoy
systemhas expandedover the years with key installations over the central and northern Gulf of Mexico as
well as off the East coast of the United States. Data
provided by th.esesystemshave becomea dependable
and routine part of the daily analyses.They are also a
vital part of the hurricane-warnin~:system. To date,
they are the only means of making nearly continuous
direct measurementsof surfaceconditions over these
oceanic areas.Figure 9 (Metzger 1986) shows observations from Hurricane Kate for the period when the
hurricane passedover buoy 42003 in the easternGulf
of Mexico. As indicated in the Introduction, shipsalso
provide valuable data over the ocealnicareasfor analysesof conditions over the tropics. However, prudent
ship captainsavoid core regions of severeweatherand
if a report of hurricane conditions is received from a
ship, it usually means that a forecasthas been in significant error. Figure 10showsthe locations of moored
6uoysand C-MAN ( automated weatherobservingsysterns)sitesfor the Gulf of Mexico arudeasternseaboard.
Much greater automation of surface observations is
planned for the future.
As mentioned in the Introduction, radiosonde networks wereestablishedin the late 1930sand improved
over the years. Improvements for tropical coverage
reachedits zenith with the "dowDI-ange"stations associated with the space program in the 1970s. With
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FIG. 9. Time seriesplot of wind speedand gustsrecordedon buoy 42003 in the easternGulf of M,~xico
during the passageof Hurricane Kate on 20-21 November 1985(courtesyofG. Hamilton, NDIBC).

the advent of the satellite era, weatherships which had These products consist of two types. The first group
provided upper-air information werephasedout along consists of interactively derived rneteorological and
with the downrange stations in the rnid- to late 1970s. oceanographicanalysesand associatedaviation and
marine forecasts routinely issued for NHC's area of
responsibility. The secondtype of product is tropical
3. Current structure and responsibilities
cyclone forecastsand warnings issued on a case-bya. Structure
casebasis.These products are the primary basisused
The NHC is composedof four primary units. These in the decision-making process for action to protect
arethe Hurricane Specialist/Forecast,Tropical Satellite potentially hundredsof thousandsof lives for eachmaAnalysis and Forecast,Techniques Development and jor hurricane threat. In addition, multimillion-dollar
Applications, and the Communications/Charting and decisions are made based upon this information to
Computer Operations Units. The Communications/ protect billions of dollars worth of property from the
Charting and Computer Operations Unit primarily hurricane threat.
The NHC area of responsibility (Fig. 12) includes
provides support for the two analysisand forecastunits
the
tropical and subtropical portions of the Atlantic
and actsas an interface for providing specializedproducts to the user community. The small Techniques and Pacific oceansfrom 32°N to the equator east of
Developmentand Applications Unit developsand/ or 140oW.This areaincludesthe CaribbeanSea,the Gulf
applicstechniquesfor improved analysesand forecasts of Mexico and adjacentland areas.In addition, tropical
and efficiencyof operations.Specialemphasishasbeen and subtropical cyclones moving to higher latitudes
placed upon statistical and statistical/dynamical anal- remain the forecastand warning responsibility of the
ysis and prediction techniques with large numerical NHC. In addition to its national responsibilities, the
modeling left to others. In addition, risk-analysespro- NHC is a designatedRegional SpecializedMeteorograms have beendevelopedalong with detailed appli- logical Center (RSMC) under thle auspices of the
cations of storm surgemodels to determine areasand United Nations WMO. Analyses, Irorecastsand guidanceproductsare provided year long on a routine basis
degreesof risk associatedwith tropical cyclones.
to all United Statesinterestsas well asthe international
community of the Caribbean and northern South
b. Responsibilities
America, Central America, and North America. In adThe mission of the NHC is to provide tropical and dition, when tropical cyclonesoccur, the NHC hasthe
subtropicalmeteorologicaland oceanographicproducts direct responsibility for issuanceof forecastsand warnto governmental, private, and international users. ings for these systems for all United States interests
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FIG. 10. Network of National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) moored buoysand automated weatherobservingsystems(C-MAN)
for the Gulf of Mexico and easternseaboardof the United States(courtesyofG. Hamilton,.NDIBC).

(includes DoD and DoS) in this region. Also, under
agreementsof the Hurricane Operations Plan for Region IV of the WMO, the NHC provides the primary

forecastguidance products for member countries, direct warnings for some countries and acts as a backup
for other countries in the region.
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1) TROPICAL ANALYSES, FORECASTS, AND ASSO- reconstructed to determine its path, its wind and presCIATED PRODUCTS
sure field distributions and its water levels. The model

is then run for eachhurricane situation, and predictions
of water rises or falls are compared with the historical
values.
The next phase is an actual detailed reconnaissance
of the basin to check actual land heights and barriers,
such as interstate highways, to refine information derived from topographical maps. This activity involves
TDL, NHC and local NWS personnel and local emergency management officials. The model is adjusted to
accommodate any geographical features not previously
representedin the model. The model then receives final
testing and at that stage is turned over to NHC for
operational applications.
NHC then simulates various storm scenarios for the
given basin. The number of storm simulations for a
basin can range from about 250 to more than 500. The
result is maps of maximum envelopes of water depicting areas covered by the potential storm surge for
various storm scenarios. These maps are composited
for a family of storms of a given strengthand movement
with a range of points of landfall to account for uncertainties in the forecasttrack. By contrast, Fig. 2 contains maps of inundation for a single specific storm
event. The next step is to complel:e evacuation studies
based upon these predicted areas of inundation. These
evacuation studies include transportation analyses,
shelter analyses,and population behavior studies. This
portion of the program is completed by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and local and state governments.
Prior to this -application, local National Weather Serton and Oakland (south of 300N) flight information
vice and local and state government, as well as FEMA
regions (FIR's) (Fig. 12).
and Corps of Engineers officials, attend a workshop
conducted by NHC on the use of the SLOSH products.
2) THE TROPICAL CYCLONE FORECAST AND WARNThe result is a definition of the problem along with
INO PROCESS
required evacuation or lead times for various hurricane
scenarios. This interagency pro:gram is funded by
(i) Before the storm. The tropical cyclone forecast
NOAA, FEMA, the Corps of Engineers,and sometimes
and warning process begins well before the event apstate and local governments. It a'reragestwo calendar
pears on the horizon. The first step in the process is to
years and five to six man years to complete for each
determine the vulnerability of coastal locations. This
basin.
is accomplished through applications of the SLOSH
(ii) The forecast: tools and te'chniques.The tools
model developed by Jelesnianski (Jarvinen and Lawused for tropical cyclone forecasting start with standard
rence 1985). There are several steps involved in the
hemispheric synoptic and subsynoptic scale meteoroapplication of this model. The first is the basin devellogical analyses at the surface anld standard pressure
opment which is the application of the model to a parlevels and predictions of synoptic and subsynoptic scale
ticular basin. This step is accomplished by the Techfeatures derived from global, hemispheric and regional
niques Development Laboratory (TDL) of the NWS
using bathymetry data and topographical maps to ob- models from NMC (Bonner 1989; Petersenand Stackpole 1989; Hoke et al. 1989; Junker et al. 1989; Caplan
tain water depths and land heights for input to the
and White 1989) and the European Centre for Memodel grid. The next step involves tests of the model
versus historical hurricane information.
Each past dium-Range Weather Forecasts (E~CMWF) (Bengtsson
1985). More specialized analyses.performed at NHC
hurricane affecting the area is carefully researched and
include the previously mentione,d 200 mb level and
analysis of the tropical oceanic lclwer layer ( ATOLL)
10SIOMETS are any meteorological phenomena such as clusters streamline and isotach analyses c.ver the tropical and
of thunderstorms,clearair turbulence,etc. that could be hazardous subtropical belts of the North )\.tlantic and eastern
North Pacific ocean regions. Th(:se analyses take adto aircraft in flight.
Several analyses are performed routinely for the
NHC area of responsibility, which includes the North
Atlantic and eastern North Pacific Oceans and adjacent
land masses primarily south of 40oN to the Equator,
the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. Analysis
and interpretive products are distributed over national
and international
circuits. These products include
tropical weather discussions for the entire area and
SIMS issued every 6 hours. The SIMS contain general
information
for the entire area and specific mesoscale
discussions for Puerto Rico and the United States Virgin Islands, the Florida peninsula, and the northern
Gulf of Mexico. In addition, synoptic surface analyses
are completed and transmitted every 6 hours and an
entire set of near-surface, 200-mb, shear, deep-layer
mean, lower- and upper-layer mean charts, heavily influenced by satellite-derived data, are completed and
transmitted
every 12 hours. Also, a detailed Gulf
Stream and sea-surface temperature analysis for the
Gulf of Mexico as well as general sea-surface temperature analyses are prepared thrice weekly and made
available to marine interests through a dial-up system.
Marine forecast products include high seas forecasts
issued at 6 hourly intervals for the North Atlantic south
of 32°N, the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico
as well as the eastern North Pacific east of 140oW, and
south of 30oN. Aviation products include international
area forecasts for essentially the same areas and International SIGMETS 10for the San Juan, Miami, Hous-
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vantage of low-level and upper-level cloud drift
"winds" derived from geosynchronous satellites in
combination with aircraft reports and standardupperair soundings.Other analysesinclude low-level, upperlevel and deep-layermean flow as well asvertical shear
analysesof the horizontal wind, and time crosssections
from selectedupper-air stations from westAfrica westward through the Caribbean and Central America.
These analysesprovide time histories of the strengths
and levels of possiblecirculations associatedwith tropical waves (Frank 1974b),.Nearly 60% of all tropical
storms in the Atlantic basin during the past 20 years
formed from tropical wavestraced back to the African
coast(Avila and Clark 1989).
The historical sectionnoted some of the early methods used for tropical cyclone track forecastingsuchas
pressurechangesand upper-level winds. Severalem-
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pirical techniques are described by Hebert (WMO
1979) including such methods as surface geostrophic
steering,changesin the midlevel heightsand / or winds
at standardpressurelevels well removed from the tropical cyclone (Miller and Chase 1966), etc. Statistical
methods were used in the late 1950sand early 1960s
to predict the motion basedupon ,climatologyand persistence (V eigas et al. 1962; Hope and Neumann
1970). By the late 1970s,seven primary tropical cyclone track forecastmodels were being used at NHC.
Thesewere HURRAN (Hope and Neumann 1970),
an analogmodel basedon tracks of all Atlantic tropical
cyclones since 1886; CLIPER (Neumann 1972), a
regressionequation model utilizing predictors derived
from climatology and persistence;NHC67 (Miller et
al. 1968), a regressionequation model utilizing predictors derived from climatology, ];>ersistence
and ob-
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served geopotential height data; NHC72 (Neumann et
al. 1972), a regression equation model utilizing predictors derived from output of the CLIPER model and
observed geopotential height data; NHC73 (Neuman
and Lawrence 1975), similar to NHC72 with addition
of predictors from numerically forecast geopotential
height data; SANBAR (Sanders et al. 1975), a barotropic model based on a pressure-weighted wind field
averaged through the troposphere; and the MFM
(moveable fine mesh, Hovermale and Livezey 1977),
a baroclinic model having ten levels in the vertical and
60-km grid spacing in the horizontal. The SANBAR
and MFM models are applicable to the Atlantic and
eastern Pacific basins while the statistical and statistical
dynamical models required separate developments for
eastern Pacific applications (Neumann and Leftwich
1977; Leftwich and Neumann 1977). A paper by Neumann and Pelissier (1981) provides an operational
evaluation of the performance of these models in the
Atlantic basin.
Two new models (NHC83, Neumann 1988; BAM,
Holland 1983) and a revised SANBAR (Goldenberg
1987) were introduced in the late 1980s. In addition,
a new model, the QLM (quasi-lagrangian model,Mathur 1988) was developed at NMC as a replacement
for the MFM. The NHC83 model borrowed features
from the NHC73 but its primary predictors are based
upon deep-layer-mean geopotential heights as derived
from NMC's .medium-range forecast (MRF) model.
During a 5-yr test period, this model out performed
all other models by a significant margin. Therefore, in
1988, NHC67, NHC72, and NHC73 were dropped
from operational use. Figure 11 shows the performance
of several of these models fot a homogeneous sample
from 1983-87. The percent error has been computed
relative to CLIPER which is considered a no-skill forecast. Improvement over CLIPER is reflected by negI>ative numbers. Here, NHC83 shows superior performance. The beta advection model (BAM) developed
by Holland has also proven to provide good results in
many cases. The new QLM provided poor results in
1988 but with some adjustments for the 1989 season
seemed to perform well in some difficult forecast situations.
Two statistical models were developed for use in
predicting tropical cyclone intensity changes.These are
SHIFOR (Jarvinen and Neumann 1979) and SPIKE
which is a modification of SHIFOR using thickness
values (Pike 1985). These models remain in use today
for the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific basins.
(iii) The forecast: the process. The actual tropical
cyclone track and intensity forecasts involve several
steps and NWS units. The primary current environmental guidance results from specialized analyses conducted at NHC as previously described. In addition,
current animated satellite imagery is analyzed for
qualitative assessmentsof flow pattern changes. Special
emphasis is placed upon animated water vapor imagery
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for regionsof m~istand dry flow. The primary guidance
for predicted environmental conditions is obtained
from the NMC packageof global, hemisphericand regional modelswith secondaryguidancefrom ECMWF
and the United Kingdom Meteorological Office
(UKMO) models.
The next stepinvolves detailed analysesof the tropical cyclone itself. Theseanalysesinvolve all available
satellite,reconnaissance
aircraft, buoy, radar, etc., data,
and ship observationsto determine presentand past
motion, wind and pressure-fielddistributions, etc. This
information is usedasinputs to the numerical models
describedearlier. All models, exceptthe QLM are run
on the NHC computers or through linkage with the
NMC computers. A package of five to seventropical
cyclonetrack forecastmodelsare routinely run for each
forecastcycle for both the Atlantic and easternPacific
basins.In addition, the two (SHIFOR and SPIKE) intensity forecastmodels are run for eachcase.All this
information is used by the NHC hurricane specialist
to arrive at his tropical-cyclone track and' intensity
forecastsfor a period of 72 hours including wind-field
distribution forecasts.NMC forecastersarrive at an independenttrack forecastprimarily based upon NMC
model guidance. Also, forecastersat NWSF offices in
areas that may be affected by the tropical cyclone
sometimes arrive at their independent forecast primarily basedon large-scaleguidanceand local conditions. In addition, if the tropical cyclone is threatening
a coastal region of the United States,the NHC runs
the SLOSH model for the appropriate basins for the
expectedtropical cyclone track and intensity. This may
actually be a family of storm situations to account for
uncertainties in the forecast.
(iv) Theforecast: meteorological/hydrological coordination. The NWS Hurricane Hotline is used for a
conferencecall involving an NMC forecaster(expert
on large models), forecastersat local NWSF offices
that might beaffected(expertson local meteorological/
hydrological/sociological conditions) and the NHC
hurricane specialist(expertise in all aspectsof the hurricane). In addition, forecastersfrom the NMCHeavy
Precipitation Branch and the National SevereStorms
ForecastCenter (tornado expertise) are included in
the conferencecall whenappropriate. Othersgenerally
listening in on the discussions include NWS headquartersand Southernor EasternR.egionheadquarters
personnelas well as U.S. Navy pe:rsonnelat Norfolk
and Jacksonville. All independent track forecastsare
loggedat NHC and a discussionis held concerningthe
reasoningbehind the particular forecasts.The official
forecasttrack is determined,with NHC havingthe final
decision on the forecast. Discussions then center
around potential impacts and the timing and areasfor
possiblewarnings.This portion of the decision making
processis heavily dependent upon the several man
years of work surrounding the SLOSH model applications and associatedvulnerability and evacuation
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ings of warnings as well as specialemphasesto be included in the warning. Local and regional NWS offices
also participate in this conferencecall. TheseNWS offices then work closely with their respectivelocal and
state officials to refine the NHC warnings for detailed
local applications.
The final step in the warning processis to communicate the warning to the usercommunity in a manner
designedto generatethe desired responsein a timely
fashion. The media plays a vital role in theseefforts.
The events surrounding the hurricane threat is treated
as a warning processand not a newsevent. Therefore,
every effort is made to remove the competitive aspect
of the media business from the process.The printed
"advisory", which is the messagecontaining information on the tropical cyclone including associated
warnings,is transmitted over a distribution systemthat
pernlits every userto receive it nearly simultaneously.
Theseadvisoriesare then followed by statementsissued
by local NWS offices which give specific information
for their respectivecommunities. Frequently, an electronic media "pool" (including print media) is ,established by prior agreementat NHC and sometimes at
affected local NWS offices. Competing network, regional and local station personnel work side by side,
sharing equipment and often helping eachother to assure that the bestpossibleproduct is beingtransmitted
to the public in an effective and timely fashion. By
being part of the system,the reporter or correspondent
soon realizesthe sensitiverole and the responsibilities
they have for generatingthe desiredresponsein communities at risk.
The "pool" system with associatedsatellite communications links permitsthe NWS to provide a direct,
rapid, and orderly distribution of information to the
potentially affected areas.This systemminimizes the
confusion that was frequently encountered prior to
thesecommunications capabilities being available. In
that era,the printed "advisory" information wassubject
to many levels of interpretation and embellishment.
Many rumors startedand local residentslooked to various sourcesto get the correct information. Of course
that information was often in conflict with other information from a different source in the same community. A prim~ example of this occurred during tropical storm Babe in 1977 which will be discussedlater.
The presentsystempermitsthe generalpublic to receive
the information directly from the source of the warnings. Although, this has not totally eliminated the
problem cited above, as was illustrated by some conflicting information in the Galveston/Houston, Texas
area during hurricane Gilbert of 1988, it clearly has
II A hurricane watch is an announcementfor specificcoastalareas
that a hurricaneor an incipient hurricane condition posesa possible greatly improved the warning and responseprocess.
threat,generallywithin 36hours. A hurricanewarningis that sustained The effectivenessof this warning systemis clearly il-

studies discussedearlier. If "watches" or "warnings"
are deemed necessary,preliminary timings and areas
for those factorsare determined.
(v) The warning. Tlie actual warning processinvolves a highly coordinated team effort betweenthree
major groups: I) the NWS meteorologists,who have
the statutory responsibility for the determination of
the meteorological and hydrological conditions expectedand associatedwarningsrequired for protection
of life and property; 2) the local and stateofficials who
determine what responseis needed;and 3) the media
who provide the meansto make the warningseffective
through communic~tion with the generalpublic. Again,
this processdoes not start at the time of the event, but
involves proceduresand plans worked out by the three
groups prior to eachhurricane season.
Three primary factors come into play in the watch
and warning decision process.11First, sufficient lead
time must be provided for the protection of life and,
to a lesserdegree,property. Second,overwarning must
be kept to a minimum to avoid large expendituresfor
preparationcostsand the complacencyassociatedwith
the "cry wolf" syndrome. That is, the "watch" and
"warning" decisionis alwaysa delicatebalancebetween
sufficient warning and overwarning. The third factor
is to optimize response.Obviously, this factor is intertwined with the first two factors. The ideal "advisory"
processbecomesone of a steadystep-wiseelevation of
the perceivedthreat for areasat risk to the specifichurricane, avoiding "on-again, off-again", and shifting of
warning areasas much as possible.A critical element
in this processis the timing of issuancesdesignedto
triggerspecific actionsand responses.For instance,except in extreme situations, it does little good to issue
a watch or a warning after people at risk have retired
for the night.
The first step in the actual warning processis the
meteorologicalcoordination describedabove.The next
stepinvolves local and state officials. The NHC forecasterusesthe National Warning System (NA W AS)
hotline for a conferencecall to affectedstateand local
officials. Some stateshave direct drops on the system
at nearly all county Emergen~yManagement offices
while othersgo through a state systemfor internal distributions. Officials are given a general briefing of
planned warning areasand times of warningsand expected conditions to be encountered. These officials
also feed information back to the NHC which might
causesome adjustmentsto the warning areasand tim-
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4. Operational examples
The precedingsectionsdiscussedobservationaland
forecasttools available to the hurricane forecasterand
the forecastand warning process.This sectionwill use
actual casesto illustrate (a) how thosetools have been
operationally applied during the pastyear with varying
degreesof success,(b) how the national and international coordination processworks, and (c) problems
caused in the responseprocess by conflicting information.a.

forecasts
1) HURRICANEJERRY,OCTOBER1989
Hurricane Jerry presented several forecast and
warning problems resulting from erroneous observations and poor numerical guidance. Tropical Storm
Jerry formed over the Gulf of Campeche, about 700
miles south of Beaumont, Texas, on 11 October and
began to show signs of developing into a hurricane.
The only known factor which seemedto disfavor development wasshearcausedby strong southerlywinds
at outflow levels. Center positions determined from
the various satellite analysis units and aircraft reconnaissancewere in good agreementthrough the early
evening hours of 13 October. Jerry had been moving
fairly steadily toward the north at 4-5 mis, with the
dcep-layer mean-flow dominated by the upper-level
southerlies.An Air Force reconnaissanceaircraft provided a center position at 2312 UTC (1812 CDT) 13
October. Basedupon this position and previousaircraft
rcconnaissanceand satellitebasedpositions, the storm
was moving northward at slightly more than 5 mls
(Fig. 13). This movement was a little fasterthan previously indicated, but still suggestedlandfall about 40
hours later.
Synoptic-scale flow analysesand hurricane track~
prediction computer models gave conflicting indications of where the storm might move during the next
72 hours. Potential landfall points ranged from northcrn Mexico, north and eastward along the Texas and
Louisiana coaststo the mouth of the Mississippi. The
most reliable model (NHC 83) indicated the forward
movement of the storm would slow and that it would
not reachthe coastwithin the next 72 hours. None of
the other dynamical and statistical/dynamical track
prediction modelsindicated landfall lessthan 36 hours
from the evening of 13 October and more likely it
would benear 48 hours beforesuchan event. Also, the
storm was small and conditions were not favorable for
major intensification. However, the time was nearing
when decisions had to be made concerning possible
issuancesof tropical storm or hurricane watchesand/
or warnings.
The three primary factorsinvolved in the watchand
warning decisionprocessdescribed earlier were taken
into account in the "Tropical Storm Jerry" situation.
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During the early eveninghours of 13 Octoberthe N::-fC
decided that the issuanceof a tropical storm "watch"
would not be necessaryuntil the following day. There
were signs that the storm could weakenand its future
coursewasquite uncertain. It was felt that by the next
morning, with new synoptic data and later computer
model predictions, perhaps there would be a greater
confidence in the future motion and strength of the
system,permitting a narrowerzone to be placed under
a watch or warning.
During critical forecast periods when hurricane
watches and/or warnings may be issued, reconnaissanceaircraft are scheduledat approximately 3-h intervals. The next aircraft reconnaissance"fix" (i.e.,
position, minimum pressure, maximum wind, wind
field, etc.) after the 2312 UTC fix was scheduled for
0300 UTC on the fourteenth. Unfortunately, due to
mechanical.problems, the scheduled aircraft and a
backup aircraft were not able to complete their scheduled mission. The next actual aircraft reconnaissance
fix was at 1205UTC, a 13-hgap. Because,the storm
was a considerabledistance from land, only satellitebased determinations of storm position, size, and
strengthwere possible through the night.
Satellite-basedposition estimates provided by the
Satellite Analysis Branch (SAB) of the National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service
(NESDIS) and the Tropical Satellite Analysis and
Forecast(TSAF) unit ofNHC at 0000 YTC 14October
were in near exact agreement12and on course with
previous position estimates from reconnaissanceaircraft and satellites.However, these new position estimatesindicated a significantincreasein forward speed.
These new fixes causedmoderate concern about their
accuracysince they located the center about 60 miles
north of the aircraft fix only 48 min earlier. The indicated motion was not representative of analyzed
steering flow, although forward motion could be increasingdue to greaterinfluence of the upper-levelflow
in the developingsystem.The hurricane forecasteron
duty continued to closelymonitor the satellite imagery
to determine if the forward speed of Jerry had accelerated. Satellite analysts on duty at SAB and TSAF
both indicated that they felt the storm was indeed
moving faster.
By this time, the hurricane forecasterknew that no
reconnaissance
aircraft observationswould be available
to determine if the satellite estimates were correct in
time for preparation of the forecastand advisory that
would be used for the late eveningnews,the last newscastthat most people in the threatenedareawould see
or hear before the next morning.
After consultation with the director of NHC, and
NWS forecasterson duty in New Orleansand SanAn-

12They generally confirm each other.
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FIG. 13. Track of tropical Cyclone Jerry (1989) as determined from satellite position estimates (SAB-Satellite Analysis Branch,
NESDIS; TSAF-Tropical Satellite Analysisand ForecastUnit, NHC; AFGWC-Air Force Global Weather Center) and Air Force
reconnaissanceaircraft "fixes".

tonio. it was decided that there was no choice, but to
issuea hurricane watch for the Louisiana coast in time
for the late evening news. This condition arose even

though everyone thought th~t the storm was not moving as fast as the satellite estimatesindicated, and that
positions were probably being distorted by upper-level
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shear,the timing was such that only slight changesin
forward speed would become critical factors for the
warning process.For instance, if the hurricane had actually increasedits forward speedby only 1-2 m/s (a
strong possibility), the centercould be on the coastin
lessthan 24 hours. Again, becauseof the small size of
the storm, the expectation that it would not becomea
major hurricane, and therefore,that major evacuations
would not be necessary,indicated that there would be
time to issuea hurricane warning at daybreak. In addition, the Air Force was preparing a backup aircraft
which would obtain more complete information on
the strengthand location of the storm sometime after
midnight. Although not desired, refinement of warnings could be made at that time. Unfortunately, that
aircraft also experiencedmechanical problems which
meant no additional aircraft reconnaissanceinformation was actually received until the next morning near
0700 CDT. In the mean time, the SAB analystsprovided another center fix estimate at 0300 UTC that
continued the fasterforward speed.By their estimation,
the storm was now north of 25°N and significantly
closerto the coast.
Within four hours of issuanceof the hurricane watch
(2130 CDT) new satellite-basedestimatesindicated
that the previous fixes by the two units were possibly
erroneous.The TSAF unit estimate at 0530 UTC was
more than 30 nautical miles SOUTHWEST of the estimate they had provided lessthan 6 hours earlier and
more than 75 nautical miles southwestof the position
provided by SAB less than 3 hours earlier (see insert
in figure 13). Thirty minutes later, SAB indicated that
their two previous positions had been wrong and that
at 0600 UTC the storm was centered about 45 nmi
south of their estimate 3 hours earlier. However, they
were still about 30 miles northeast of the position estimate from TSAF. They made another estimate at
0900 UTC which was slightly west of their 0600 UTC
position, again indicating a great deal of uncertainty
in the true position and motion of the storm in a highly
shearedenvironment.
At 1205UTC 14 October, an Air Force reconnaissanceaircraft arrived at the storm and found the center
basicallyon track with the slowernorthward movement
from the previous afternoonand evening.This position
was more than 70 N mi northeast of the 0530 UTC
TSAF position and 40 N mi east-northeastof the 0900
UTC SAB position. Finally, shortly after the aircraft
reconnaissance
position estimateswereobtained,TSAF
and SAB provided position estimates(formal satellite
position estimates are obtained 30-60 min after observation time although the hurricane specialist frequently monitors the imageryas it is receivedand has
a preliminary estimate within about 15-20 minutes
after the image time) which were very closeto the p0sition determined by the aircraft. It is not known
whether these position estimateswere partially "calibrated" by knowledge of the aircraft information or
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arrived at independently. In this case, the low-level
center was being exposedby shearand, therefore, it is
likely that this was an independent assessment.
Now that the past track and current motion of the
tropical storm was well established,and the storm was
located in the most data-rich area of the Atlantic basin
(historically, tropical cyclone forecast position errors
are smaller for the Gulf of Mexico region than for similar latitudes in the Atlantic basin), one might expect
excellent guidance from the statistical, statistical/dynamical and dynamical models concerning the future
motion of this storm. Figure 14showsa portion of the
past track, and the tropical cyclone track-prediction
guidancepackagethrough 72 hours for Tropical Storm
Jerry resulting from the initial data time of 1200UTC
14 October 1989.Note the Slight divergenceof opinions at this time. Also shown is the actual after-thefact "best track" and the official forecasttrack issued
at this time. One might saythat the QLM and VICBAR
(an experimental baratropic model being developed
by Ooyama and others)did quite well. However, only
24 hoursearlier, the QLM had predicted landfall south
of Brownsville, Texas. Similar inconsistencieswere
noted for VICBAR and most of the othermodels.Since
NHC83 had beenthe most reliable model for the past
few yearsand it is basedupon the NMC MRF model
which would be expectedto perform well in this datarich area, and pressurechange analysesindicated a
general north to north-northeast motion, the official
forecast track predicted landfall over southeastLouisiana.
It is particularly significant that model guidanceinitialized at 1200UTC 14Octoberindicatedthat landfall
was at least36 hours and more likely 48 hours away.
Also, with upper-levelshearingtaking place,no major
change in strengthwas expected for at least the next
24 hours. Under thoseconditions, it is highly unlikely
that a hurricane watchwould have beenissuedthe previous eveninghad the true positions of the storm been
known and, in fact, may have beendelayeda fewmore
hours until the future courseand strength of the stOrm
was a little more certain.
Problemswere not over with this storm. During the
day, the storm weakenedslightly with indications of
further weakeningpossible.The hurricane watch was
changedto a tropical storm watch as the storm continued moving northward. By late in the day, some
possible north-northwest movement was indicated
(Fig. 15). Most guidancecontinued to indicate landfall
along the central or southeasternLouisiana coast.
At 0700 CDT (1200 UTC) 15 October, the tropical
storm watchwasextendedwestwardto Port O'Connor,
Texas and discontinued east of Morgan City, Louisiana. The storm now showed signs of some strengthening and continued on a north-northwest course. At
1100 CDT (1600 UTC), Jerry attained hurricane
strength and hurricane warnings were issued for the
upper Texasand westernLouisiana coasts.The center
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FIG. 14. Tropical Cyclone Jerry forecasttrack guidancefrom an initial datatime of 1200UTC on 14 October 1989.
Also shownis the "official" forecasttrack issuedat that time and the actual track of the tropical cyclone.

of that in the continental United States and the remainder in the northeasternCaribbean. Fortunately,
by contrast to Jerry, the forecastand warning process
for Hugo went smoothly and those factors combined
with the excellentpublic responsehave beencredited
with saving many lives. The total loss of life was 28 in
the Caribbeanand 21 in the continental United States,
remarkably low considering the widespread destruction.
Although forecasterrors were substantially less for
Hugo than the previous IO-yr average(Table I). the
fact that the forecastand warning processwent well
was not due to perfect guidance or perfect forecasts.
However, there were no critical periods when appropriate data were not available and even though guidance showedconsiderabledisagreementat times, correct decisions were made at the critical forecast and
2) HURRICANE HUGO, SEPTEMBER1989
warning times.
Figure 16 shows all the "official" track forecastsisHurricane Hugo was the strongeststorm to strike
the continental United StatessinceHurricane Camille sued for Hugo. These forecastsare generallyissued at
of 1969. Due to its large size, it caused much more 6 hourly intervals with forecastp9sitions at 12-. 24-.
damage than did Camille. The total property losswas 36-, 48-. and 72-hoursinto the future from the initial
more than $10 billion dollars with more than $7 billion time of the forecast. Also shown is the after-the-fact
of this very small category-l hurricane finally made
landfall on Galveston-Island near 2000 COT (0100
UTC) Sunday evening, where sustainedwinds of 75
mi h-1 (34 mfs) and a peak gust of 100 mi h-1 (45
m Is) were recorded.This meant that actual lead time
for preparations were less than 8 hours as sustained
tropical storm force winds (usually all preparationactivities must be complete by this time) were first reported at Galveston at 1800 COT (2300 UTC). This
was certainly less than desired, but fortunately, local
officials said it turned out to be sufficient due to the
small size of the category-l storm and the fact that no
major evacuationswereneeded.Also, the storm quickly
passedoverthe areaso only a short period of hurricane
conditions were experienced.
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FIG. 15. Tropical Cyclone Jerry centerpositions determinedby reconnaissance
aircraft (left), SAB (middle), and TSAF (right).

"best track" at 6-h intervals. Note that the forecast
track through the easternCaribbeanwasextremelyaccurate. The forecastfor the period whenthe hurricane
was in the Atlantic north of Puerto Rico was marked
by a bias to the left. The forecasttracks for the 2-day

TABLEI. Hurricane Hugo averagetrack forecasterrorscompared
to previous 100yraverage.Errors are given in nautical milesand the
number of casesis contained in the parenthesesfor this nonhomogeneous sample(courtesyofM. B. Lawrence.NHC).
Forecast period (hours)

Model
Official

0

12

24

36

48

72

10
(43)

33
(43)
(17)
37
(43)
38
(42)
81
(19)

122
(37)
154
(14)
161
(37)
106

(15)

(IS)

(18)
55
(15)

98
(39)
123
(15)
119
(39)
88
(38)
119
(17)
92
(14)

154
(33)

(17)
10
(43)
12
(42)
7
(19)

65
(41)
84
(16)

18

56

III

51

CLIPER
NHC83

SANBAR
Official 1979-88

8

SO

28

73

(41)
61

(40)

90

(36)

268

(13)
216

(33)
178
(32)

172
(16)
141
(13)

268
(14)
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period that Hugo was approachingthe South Carolina
coast were also quite accurate. There was very little
deviation from the actual point of landfall, but there
was a temporary bias to the right for a few forecasts
inland. In addition, timing was quite good with the
forecasttime of landfall being only 2 to 3 hours slow
for the forecastissued at the time hurricane warnings
were initiated.
Figure 17showsa selectionof track forecastguidance
packageswhich are representativeof thoseavailable at
the critical periods when hurricane watches and/or
warnings were being consideredfor the easternCaribbean and the easternseaboard of the United States.
Note the relatively small divergenceof predictedtracks
at low latitude and much larger differencesat higher
latitudes, where recurvature J3 presented a forecast
problem. This is a typical distribution of forecastguidance which generally results in forecast errors being
smallestat low latitudes.
Figure 18 showsa seriesof forecasttracks from the
NHC83 and QLM computermodels through 72 hours.
Note the left bias of both models over the Bahamas.

302
(11)

13Period when the tropical cyclone changefrom moving basically
westwardto moving basicallyeastward.
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FIG. 16. Hurricane Hugo "official" forecast tracks (normally issued at 6-h intervals) through 72 hours for each of (a) the first 31 forecast
issuances, and (b) the last 14 forecasts issued. Each forecast track is identified by the thin line with a number at the initial point and an
arrow at the 72.h point. Also shown is the after-the-fact "best track" (bold line) with symbols at 6-h intervals.

These forecasts were consistent with NMC guidance
which forecasta westward extension of the strong subtropical ridge north of the hurricane during this period.
That guidance also predicted the formation of a midto upper-level low pressure center over Georgia about
20 September which was forecast to drift southwestward over the Gulf of Mexico. Later, the western extension of the subtropical ridge was expected to erode
quickly resulting in Hurricane Hugo turning toward
the northeast rather rapidly near the time of landfall.
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts with forecast initiation time of 1200 UTC
17 September provided excellent guidance 168 hours
into the future. However, these products also lacked
consistency from forecast to forecast. Forecast tracks
for hurricane Hugo, generated by models at NMC, the
ECMWF and the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) are shown in Fig. 19. These guidance
products' and factors were taken into account and
somewhat reflected in the official forecasts illustrated
in Fig. 16.
In addition to track forecasts, storm strengths are
considered in the warning process.Hugo strengthened
markedly during the last 12 hours before landfall on
the continental United States.This increase in strength
was not forecast in a timely fashion. At the time the
warnings were issued (0600 EDT 1100 UTC 21 September), maximum sustained wind speedswere estimated to be 110 miles h -1 (49 m Is) and little change

prepare for a category-3hurricane. By noon EDT ( 1600
UTC) that day, the hurricane had been upgraded to a
category-3 hurricane and by early evening to category
4, with maximum sustained winds estimated to be 135
miles h-1 (60 m/s).
The strength of the wind field associatedwith a hurricane is determined from several sources such as satellite:based Dvorak estimates, reconnaissanceaircraft
measurements, and buoy and ship observations..One
popular misconception is that forecasters simply take
the wind measured at flight level and state that as the
sustained surface wi.nd. In actual practice, empirically
derived pressure/wind relationships are used as a first
guess until clearly overruled by actual observations.
The convective nature of the storm is also considered
in determining what reduction in flight level winds
should be applied for surface wind estimates when no
direct measurements are available.
Figure 20 shows the after-the-fact "best track" minimum sea-levelpressureand estimated maximum sustained surface wind speedgraphs for Hurricane Hugo
along with the data from which they were derived. Note
that when the first reconnaissance aircraft arrived in
the hurricane on 15 Septemberit measureda minimum
sea-levelpressure (MSLP) of918 mb, 30 mb less than
estimated by satellite units in Washington (SAB) and
at NHC (KMIA). Also, note the apparent scatter of
aircraft derived. maximum sustained wind speeds.
These plots contain values reported in the standard
in strength was expected. However, this wind speed "vortex" messagestransmitted from the aircraft. Such
was only I mile h-1 (0.5 m/s) below a category-3storm reports can cause confusion for the casual or uninand therefore, local and state officials were advised to formed userand therefore, for responsible officials and
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FIG. 16. (Conlinued)

the generalpublic. An example of sucha problem will
be given later concerningHurricane Babe of 1977.14
On 15 SeptemberHurricane Hugo was a category5 hurricane with a MSLP of918 mb and an estimated

.4Standard"vortex" messages
generallyreport the maximum sustained wind on the last inbound leg prior to the determination of the
center location and associatedminimum pressureand temperature;
i.e.. the wind is frequently measuredin weakerpartsof the hurricane.

Likewise,surfacewind estimatesrequire thaltthe surfacecan beseen
from the aircraft flight level (generally5000-]0 ()()()ft for humcanes).
Of course,the maximum wind generallyoccurs in the eyewallwhere
the surfacecannot be seen.The forecastertakes these factors into
accountby looking at the total wind field as well as using a first guess
from the empirically derived pressure/wind relationship (open circles), the level of the observations,and the convective nature of the
storm in surface wind-field determinations. Recently, the vortex
messagewas modified to include the maximum sustainedwind encounteredin the last passagethrough all four quadrants in attempt
to more accuratelyportray the strength of the storm.
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maximum sustainedsurfacewind speedof 160 miles
h--1 (72 m/s) prior to entering the Caribbean.Fortunately, the hurricane weakenedto a category-4hurricane before entering the Caribbean and then exited
north of Puerto Rico as a category-3hurricane with a
MSLP pressure of 945 mb. Some further weakening
occured east of the Bahamaswhere the MSLP roseto
966 mb. From 0100 UTC 21 Septemberuntil 1700
UTC 21 September,the minimum pressureonly decreasedby 3 mb. The maximum sustainedwind speed
was slightly below category-3statusduring this period
with aircraft measuredwinds being lessthan indicated
by pressure/wind relationships. At 1600UTC (noon
EDT) 21 September,Hugo was upgradedto category3 status with estimated maximum sustained wind
speedsof 115miles h-1 (51 m/s) and a MSLP of 947
mb. The public advisory was headlined ". ..MAJOR HURRICANE HUGO MOVING TOWARD
SOUTHEAST U.S. COAST.. .." The pressurethen
beganto decreaserapidly asthe hurricane approached
the South Carolina coast. By 1900UTC (1500 EDT),
the pressurehad dropped another 2 mb to 945 mb and
the maximum sustainedwind speedswere estimated
to be 125 miles h-1 (56 m/s). The public advisory
was then headlined ". ..MAJOR
HURRICANE
HUGO STRONGER AND MOVING FASTER TOWARD CAROLINAS. ..."
At 2200 UTC (1800
EDT), Hugo was upgradedto a category-4hurricane
with wind speedsof 135 miles h-1 (60 m/s). The
MSLP had dropped an additional 4 mb in the previous
3-h period to 941 mb. The headline was now
". ..EXTREMELY DANGEROUS HURRICANE
HUGO NEARING SOUTH CAROLINA COAST.
..." The center finally moved acrossthe barrier islandsjust eastof Charleston,SouthCarolina nearmidnight with a MSLP of934 mb.

small islands in the area. Curacao is responsible for St.
Eustatius, the Dutch half of St. Maarten and other small
islands in the northeast Caribbean as well as several
islands in the southern Caribbean. The San Juan
WSFO is responsible for local adaptation of NHC
warnings for Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands
such as St. Croix, St. Thomas and St. John as well as
some smaller islands in the area.
As the designated Regional Specialized Meteorological Center for the region, the NHC not only provides
forecast and warning guidance for all nations in the
region, but attempts to assure that watches and warnings are consistent throughout a threatened region. As
illustrated by the list above, numerous meteorological
services and different government units were involved
when Hugo threatened the northeast Caribbean. There
is considerable interaction between people on the various islands in the area including fishing and tourism
traffic. These tourists are from around the world, many
on small and medium size boats, and are frequently
confused by different names or spellings for the same
island such as St. Martin (French) and St. Maarten
(Dutch). Imagine the confusion that would result if
one island in the middle of a line of islands had warnings up while the others did not, or if the French half
of St. Martin had warnings up while the Dutch half of
St. Maarten did not. The RA IV Hurricane Operations
Plan was developed to generate cooperative efforts and
to try to prevent such problems. Each of the countries
mentioned above were individually contacted by phone
every time a proposed watch or warning change was
suggested for their respective areas of responsibility.
Later, as Hugo moved into the northeast Caribbean,
the Dominican Republic and the Bahamas were added
to the coordinatiCin list.
A hurricane watch was first issued for the northeastern Caribbean islands from St. Lucia through St.
Martin and the British Virgin Islands the evening of
b. National and international coordination
15 September. Later that day, hurricane warnings were
issued and the following day extended to include Puerto
1) HURRICANEHuGO,14-18SEPTEMBER 1989
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. This meant that well
When Hurricane Hugo first threatened the Carib- over 24 hours of warning were provided prior to the
beanarea,the RA IV Hurricane Operations Plan was center moving into the eastern Caribbean in the late
put into effect.NHC forecastersindividually contacted evening and early morning hours of the 17 and 18
by telephonethe meteorologicalservicesin Barbados, September. Response in the region was excellent based
Curacao, Martinique, Antiqua and the NWS office in upon the relatively low loss of life from this categorySanJuan, Puerto Rico as well asmaintaining the stan- 4 hurricane which produced about $2 billion in damage
dard U.S. Navy contacts. The government meteoro- in the region. This effective warning and response syslogical servicesin the countriesjust mentioned not only tem was not something that just happened when Hugo
have the responsibilities for their own warnings but appeared. It was the result of years of cooperative work
have coordination responsibilities for other islands in by governments in the region.

their respectiveareas. For instance, Barbadoshas additional responsibilitiesfor Grenadine,St. Vincent, St.
Lucia and Dominica. Martinique is additionally responsiblefor Guadeloupe,the Frenchhalf of St. Martin
and other smaller islands in the area and Antigua is
also responsiblefor Montserrat, St. Christopher,Nevis,
Barbuda,St. Barthelemy,Anguilla, Anegada,and other

2) HURRICANE HUGO, 19-22SEPTEMBER1989
The effective warning and response for the southeast
coast of the United States during Hugo also did not
happen overnight as Hugo approached. Fortunately,
the SLOSH model simulations had been completed
for the Charleston and Savannah areas during the past
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FIG. 18. Forecasttracks for Hurricane Hugo (1989) through 72 hours issuedat 12-h intervals generatedby the (a) NHC83 statistical/
dynamical model; and (b) QLM dynamical model. Model outputs are available at 6-h intervals from NHC83, but only at 12-h intervals
from the QLM.

few years. Severalworkshops had been conducted in
the area on the use of this tool as well as other NWS
forecastand warning prod~cts for responseto a hurricane threat. One such workshopwasheld in Charleston as late as 13 July 1989. Local and state officials,
NWS, Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Army Corps. of Engineersrepresentativesparticipated in thesemeetingsaswell assome
media personnel;i.e., all responsiblegroups knew the
high risk areas in the region and required evacuation

times. The process now became one of the delicate
balances mentioned earlier of providing sufficient
warning, but minimizing expensiveoverwaming.
Throughout the day of 20 September, statements
were frequeQtlymade during telecastsfrom the NHC
that a hurricane watch would likely be required later
that day or early the nexi day for portions of the southeastUnited Statescoastfrom central Horida to North
Carolina. The effect of thesestatements,even prior to
issuanceof an actual watch, was that some people in
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FIG. 18. (Continued)

the areastartedpreparationsand, in fact, somestarted
evacuations.At 1800 EDT (2200 UTC) 20 September,
a formal hurricane watch was issued for the coastal
region from St. Augustine, Florida to Cape Hatteras,
North Carolina. It wasalso statedin the advisoriesand
numerous telecaststhat eveningthat a hurricane warning would likely be issued for a portion of the region
at 0600 EDT (1000 UTC) the next morning. These
issuancesand statementsas well as statementsbeing
issued by local NWS offices,and local and stategovernmentofficialsincreasedpreparationactivitieson the
coastwith many more people now evacuatingprior to
the actual issuance of a warning. The effect of this
steady,stepwiseincreasein perceivedthreat wasto reduce required evacuation time for vulnerable areas

when the actual warning was issued.Historically, people who evacuate early are those who want an extra
margin of safetyand are less likely to complain after
the fact. Suchcomplaints may be reflectedin increased
complacencyfor the next time. Approximately 15%to
20% of people in vulnerable areasalong the Georgia
and South Carolina coasts(local emergencymanagement officials, personal communication) evacuated
prior to the issuanceof the warning. This processpermitted a delay in the warning which allowed somenarrowing of the warning area.At 0600 EDT ( 1000UTC),
the official hurricane warning was issued.
Throughout this period, internal contacts between
NHC and other NWS units as well as with state and
local emergency management officials were taking
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major evacuations off the barrier islands would seem
necessary.Increased preparation activities that might
be prudent, as compared to activities under the previous tropical storm warning, would be for peoplewho
had planned to stay in the first row of houseson the
beacht9 move away from the wave action, people in
mobile homesto move to more substantialhousingon
the island, and those who readily had the materials
available and had not done so to board up as weather
conditions werejust startingto deteriorate.Under these

VOLUME5

conditions, activities went well and no major problems
were encountered in the area.
c. Conflicting information
The great majority of private meteorological firms
and media meteorologistswork very closely with the
NWS to provide the bestpossibleservicesfor their specific clients and the public in general. Private meteorological firms closely monitor NHC issuancesinclud-
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ing meteorological discussions, and frequently call
NHC during critical decision periods for their clients.
Companies dealing with oil rigs, etc., also frequently
provide observationsto NHC and other information
about vulnerbilities and responsetimes that assistNHC
in its responsibilities. In addition, the presentsatellite
communications systemsused by the media permits
the generalpublic to receivethe information directly
from the source of the warnings. Although, this has
not totally eliminated responseproblems associated
with conflicting information, it has greatly improved
the warning and responseprocessasexemplified by the
responseduring Hurricane Hugo. In most caseswhere
problems have occurred, it has been due to an inexperiencedpersonnot realizingthe impact to the general
public of what might seemto be rather innocent remarks. Thosecasesare usually quickly clearedup with
no lasting impacts upon response.However, there occasionally seemsto be a lack of sensitivity to the responseprocess,previously described,which required
yearsof work and highly coordinated effortsto protect
life and property when a hurricane threatens.Two such
casesare illustrated below.
1) HURRICANE BABE. SEPTEMBER1977

Conflicting information provided to the public during Tropical Storm Babecausedconsiderableproblems
for the public and local officials responding to that
storm. An Air Force reconnaissanceaircraft reported
a measuredwind of70 kt (36 m/s) at a flight level of
1500 ft (457 m) and estimated a surface wind of 70
kt-a very subjectiveprocess.A private meteorologist
in New Orleans who routinely monitored "vortex"
messagesfrom the aircraft apparently failed to check
out the report or compare it with other information,
but immediately went on the air and stated that Babe
was now a hurricane. This was contrary to official advisoriesbeing issuedby the NHC at that time and what
local officials were respondingto. Such a declaration
was almost assuredlyinaccurateand causedgreatconfusion in the highly vulnerable New Orleans and
southernLouisiana area.The minimum sea-levelpressure reported in that same vortex messagewas 1000
mb. Empirically derived pressure/wind relationships
would result in a 45 kt (23 m/s) wind for that pressure.
It is highly likely that the reportedwind was an isolated
value in a convective cell and not representativeof the
wind field associatedwith the storm. This assessment
is further supportedby the fact that the maximum wind
speedreported in all other "vortex" messagesbefore
or after the 70 kt wind report was 55 kt (28 m/s) or
less.However, the on-air statement by a well-known
meteorologist in the area caused great confusion for
the generalpopulation and questioningof local officials'
actions.
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After consultation with those officials, the director
of the NHC decidedto officially upgrade-thestorm to
hurricane status so that preparation activities could
proceed in an orderly manner. Although the central
pressureof the storm decreasedto 995 mb during the
next 13 hours, it is questionable whether or not Babe
everactually attained hurricane force.The actualmaximum sustainedwinds recorded on the coastwere 39
kt (20 m/s) with guststo 46 kt (24 m/s). There were
almost assuredlystrongerwinds that were not recorded,
but eventhe 995 mb pressurewould only support 55
kt (28 m / s) wind speeds,based upon standard pressure/wind relationships.
2) HURRICANE GILBERT, SEPTEMBER1988

Track forecastsin conflict with official forecastswere
issued publicly in the Galveston/Houston area by a
private meteorologicalfirm during Hurricane Gilbert.
These issuancescontributed to some controversial
evacuationdecisions.At the time, the official forecast
track and hurricane warnings were well south of the
area. However,a private forecastwasissuedindicating
this powerful storm was
...expected to take a turn more to the northwest
and north tonight, and (company name) believes it
will go onshore betweenGalvestonand Corpus Christi
during the early part of Friday afternoon. Winds in
your area (Texas City) will begin to increaselater tonight (Thursday), with the worst conditions likely
during tomorrow. Most likely wind speedsat your site
will average40- 70 MPH during tomorrow with stronger gustsas well.. ..

After the fact, the client who received this message
wrote a letter to the firm, stating
Your 1100 CDT report, received by fax, predicted
landfall between Galveston and Corpus Christi. At
about the same time, one of your staff stated on radio
station (call letters) that he felt that the storm had
slowed and had begun movement on a more northly
(sic)track. In the radio report, severaltimes he referred
to the "worst casescenario. ..landfall at TexasCity."

The client then called the meteorological firm questioning the difference betweenthis forecastand the official forecast.He later receiveda "correction" which
stated that the predicted location of landfall was a typographical error and that it should haveread between
Brownsville and Corpus Christi. In the letter to the
company, the client stated
The written report very well may have been an inadvertent error, but the intent of the radio spotwasclear.
It appearedsomeonewastoo anxiousto bethe first to
call the long predicted turn to the north. As you can
see from the attached newspaperarticle, your actions
contributed to Galveston's decision to recommend
evacuation.This eventheightenedthe level of fear and
concern throughout our area.
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Becauseof the concern for the life and safetyof people
on Galveston Island, the confusion that was already
taking placeas a result of the conflicting information,
and the potential for impact by this major hurricane
the official in chargeat Galvestonfelt the most prudent
action wasto order an evacuation.Unfortunately, this
action wascontrary to what surroundingcountieswere
doing basedupon NWS issuances.The complex evacuation proceduresbasedupon the SLOSH model studies mentioned earlierwere now in disarray.Inland, host
countieswere not preparedto open evacuationshelters
for the barrier island evacueesnor to provide special
traffic flow procedures,etc. Theseactions are quite expensiveand thesecommunities were reluctant to take
such actions based upon their assessmentof the situation. By contrast, the official at Galveston felt he had
little choice in the matter.
5. Future hurricane forecastand warning operations
Forecastersand numerical modelscontinue to suffer
from the lack of quantitative data over the tropics and
subtropics. Therefore, analysesrequire manual interpretation of qualitative information. The next generation GOES serieSsatellites (Shenk et al. 1987) with
the first satellite in the seriesplanned for launch during
1991 is expectedto provide mor~ accurateand higher
resolution "sounding" data than presently available
from geosynchronous~tellites. Similar improvements
are expectedfrom po]ar-orbiter satellitesystems.However, much of the information availab]eto the analyst
will remain qua]itative in nature. Therefore, it is expected that the best possible analysis for the tropical
and subtropical regions will involve a man/computer
interactive multiple levelanalysisschemewith an initial
objective analysis modified by the analyst. Although
quite difficult, the schemeshould contain four-dimensional checksfor dynamicalconsistency.Sucha scheme
is being pursued at NHC. These new sounding capabilities and this analysis approachshould improve initia] ana]ysesand forecastsof the large-scaleflow patterns over the tropical and subtropical regions. However, it is likely that the accuracyof theseanalysesand
forecasts will continue to lag those at midlatitudes
where more quantitative data are available.
Modelersindicate that suchimproved initial datasets
in' the tropical cyclone, its near environment, and over
the generaltropical and subtropical belt, will result in
significant improvements in tropical cyclone track and
intensity predictions. It is the author's opinion that
any major improvementsin longerrangeforecasts( 3672 hours) will likely only come through improved dynamical models. Global, hemispheric, and regional
models have shown considerable promise in recent
years for forecasting storm motion. Figure 19 shows
resultsfrom three of thosemodels for Hurricane Hugo.
Note someexcellentforecasts,but alsothe lack of con-
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sistency.Thesemodelsare presentlyout performed by
statistical/dynamical models through 72-h forecast
periods, but have been closing the gap between them
in recent years. In addition, thesedynamical models
often provide the best guidance available for difficult
forecastsituations.
Statistical/dynamical models will likely continue to
be the best performers for tropical cyclone track predictions, for the next several years, through forecast
periodsup to 36 hours or more. Resultsfrom improved
versions of NHC83, (to be named NHC90) indicate
that tropical cyclone, forecast-trackerrors might be reduced by as much as 10%-20%through the use of these
type of models overthe next fewyears,dependingupon
the performance of the associateddynamical model.
In addition to the models cited above, mesoscale
models suchasthe new ETA coordinate systemmodel
(Mesinger et al. 1988), under developmentand testing
at NMC, are showing greatpromise. Hopefully, these
models and perhapsthe regional and hemispheric dynamical models mentioned earlier will start to show
some skill in the prediction of tropical cyclone formation and intensity. Suchskill is sorelylacking at this
time.
Methods for observationsin and around tropical cyclones continue to improve. New satellite technology
includes the Air Force Special SensorMicrowave/Imager (SSM/I) systemaboard a polar-orbiting satellite
(Negri et al. 1989). This system shows promise for
improved rainfall estimates (Olson et al. 1989) and
surfacewind estimatesoutside of high rain rate areas
wherewind speedsare lessthan 30-50 kts (Rappaport
1989). The microwave sensoralsoprovides essentially
a "smeared" radar image which can help in center locations of tropical cyclones (Veldon et al. 1989).
Lightning detection systemsare also coming into use
for monitoring the convective activity in hurricanes
well awayfrom land (Lyons et al. 1989). Thesesystems
are being used to track movement of the convective
bands and eyewall and perhaps to 'infer intensity
changes.New aircraft capabilitiesinclude the Air Force
IWRS capabilities usingsatellite data links mentioned
earlier which provide detailed wind fields in real time
for operational u$Cin potential storm surgecalculations
and damage-potential warnings. Also, these systems
provide capabilities for improved tropical cyclone
tracking using the massfield (Sheets1986). That system has shown potential for significant improvement
in the 12-36-h forecasts.
I
Presentoperational reconnaissanceaircraft provide
valuable data in the core of the hurricane. However,
thesedata are generallylimited to alongthe flight path
or below it at infrequent intervals using dropwindsondes(Burpee et al. 1984). These aircraft are also
slow. Doppler radar capabilities are now an integral
part of NOAA's researchaircraft operations. These
systemsprovide entire data fields within severalmiles
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FtG. 21. Atlantic basin"official" 24-h forecasterrortrends.The forecasterrorshavebeen
adjustedfor forecastdifficulty usingthe CLIPER model(Pike and Neumann 1987)and the
initial storm longitude(courtesyofC. Neumann,NHC).

of the path of the aircraft (Jorgensen 1984; Marks and
Houze 1987). Even though remote-sensingtechnology
continues to advance,the use of satellite-based sensors
in the core of the hurricane is rather limited, partially
due to the poor resolution provided from orbital altitudes of 400 miles or more. Perhapsthesesame sensors
could be adapted for use on fast, high-altitude jet aircraft. The result could be a comprehensive datasetprovided by the aircraft flying through the storm and satellite surveillance of the storms environment. Also,
single or orthogonal passesthrough the tropical cyclone
could quickly provide entire data fields. This would
permit more time for near-environment sampling for
model useand assistin calibration of the coarsesatellite
data. Shorter responsetimes for the fasteraircraft would
reduce the number of flights cancelled after deployments due to later data. The combination of all these
factors would not only mean that data coveragewould
be greatly improved, but that perhaps four or five specially equipped aircraft could meet the Atlantic basin
operational data needs as compared to maintaining
large reconnaissancesquadrons with aging aircraft.
The addition of doppler capabilities (Doviak and
Zrnic 1984) for the next generation NWS radar
(NEXRAD) systemswill add a new dimension to hurricane warning capabilities. These systems are scheduled for installation along the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coasts of the United Statesduring the early and
mid-l 990s. IS The doppler capabilities will provide

broad area of the coast, as they are today, to provide
time for evacuations and other preparations, well in
advance of the arrival of strong winds and heavy rains
on that coast. The NEXRAD system will then be used
by local NWS offices to provide short-term warnings
as rainbands, high winds, and possible tornadoes move
toward specific locations. This will permit incomplete
emergency preparations to continue in safety until
more extreme conditions approach.
In addition to the wind and storm surge problems
normally associatedwith hurricanes as they approach
the coast, heavy rains and flooding frequently occur
over widespread areas extending well inland. The
NEXRAD system should aid in improving rainfall
forecastsand permit better warnings for inland river
flooding such as that of hurricane Agnes in 1972.16
Improved observing systems and anticipated improvements in analysis, forecasting and warning programs require efficient accessing,processing and analyzing oflarge quantities of different types of data from
numerous sources.These data also provide the opportunity for improved forecasts from numerical models.
The class VII computer scheduled for the National
Meteorological Center at Suitland, Maryland will permit operational implementation of next generation
hurricane prediction models. Finally, products must
be provided to userswhich optimize desired responses.
The Advanced Weather Information and Processing
System(A WIPS) (A WIPS-90 1985) will be the primary
much needed information on tropical cyclone wind tool for accomplishing this task. Critical meteorological
fields and their changes as they move inland (Wood
information required by local, stateand federal officials
and Marks 1989). These and other capabilities will and private industry, can be displayed graphically and
permit more refined warnings during hurricane events. either accessedor transmitted to users. For example,
It is envisioned that there will be warnings within warning areas,predictions of coastal flooding, expected
warnings; i.e., hurricane warnings will be issued for a
16The remnants of Agnes caused major flooding from North Car15The first systemsare due at Melbourne, Honda and Washington,

D.C.in 1990.

olina through Pennsylvania and New York with the loss of 122 lives
and $2 billion in damage.
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rainfall, maps of probabilities, etc.,would be generated
and made accessibleto users. Providing a uniform
product for these usersshould then minimize chances
of confusion and result in a more effective warning
and evacuationprocess.

6. Concludjngremarks
Tropical cyclone track forecastshave beenimproving at a slow, but steadypace for at leastthe pastthree
decades(Fig. 21). Advancing technologyis providing
the opportunity to greatlyincreasethe rate ofimprovement and to provide betterwarning products alongthe
coastand inland. However, the rates of forecastimprovement will continue to be much slower than the
rate of population growth in hurricane-prone areas.
Unless adequate means of evacuation and/or places
of refuge are provided for residents in existing and
planned communities, on barrier islandsand in other
vulnerable coastalcommunities-which keep required
evacuation times to less than 24-36-hours-greater
overwarning will be required. Such increased overwarning could result in a significantincreasein the loss
of life due to hurricanes.
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